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PRESIDENT’S DINNER 
Special thanks to our 
donors and sponsors 
who enjoyed a moonlit 
evening on campus.
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PRESIDENTʼS MESSAGE
20 years of student success

This year has brought with it tremendous excitement for a milestone anniversary 
as we reflect on achieving 20 years of student success, building the University 
that Ventura County has dreamed of, and serving our region with purpose. 

It is an honor to lead our campus into our third decade, and I am committed 
to starting this new chapter of CSUCI’s history with three words as my inten-
tions for our campus: steadiness, focus and coherence. These past few years 
have not been easy — the challenges our community has faced bring us now to 
this moment where we consider how far we have come, our collective resiliency, 
and our excitement for our future. Yet we must acknowledge that for years we 
have been living in crisis mode with conflict happening across the world. 

Together, if we can keep these three intentions in mind and use our combined 
abilities to further our goals and objectives for CSUCI, we will succeed in our 
mission of student success and also achieve a more mindful state of being. That 
is the goal, to never waver in our mission and to remind ourselves that we have 
a community full of people willing to put in the work and continue to dream of 
how much we can achieve together. 

I am so appreciative of our community, to all of our supporters — whether 
you’ve just joined us or you have been involved since before we welcomed 
our first students. Thank you for enabling us to establish a nationally recog-
nized University that offers so many students transformational educational 
opportunities.

I owe so much to my predecessors and all who came before me. It was an 
honor to be together at my investiture and to see a physical reminder of just 
how large our CSUCI support system is. From elected officials to our educa-
tion partners, to our faculty, staff, students, and community members, it meant 
a great deal that together we honored our past and recognized the work ahead 
to build our future. 

Wishing you all steadiness, focus and coherence as we welcome the new year 
with anticipation for all we will accomplish together. 

Sincerely,

Richard Yao, Ph.D.
President
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As the daughter of immigrants 
who got her start in the San Joaquin 
Valley teaching the children of other 
immigrants, Orozco Reilly’s mission 
has always been to put education 
within reach for all people, especially 
those who are the first in their fami-
lies to attend college. 

“I saw what my mother experi-
enced as an immigrant,” Orozco 
Reilly said. “She was encouraged to 
feel humiliation on being a  
second-language learner in an 
environment not welcoming of the 
‘other,’ rather than being proud of 
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{ In the NEWS }

New Dean of Education inspired by her 
immigrant parents by KIM LAMB GREGORY

A GRANT OPPORTUNITY THAT 
came up “about one minute after 
I arrived” has become a $3 million 
reality for CSUCI’s School of Educa-
tion during the six months that Eliza-
beth Orozco Reilly, Ph.D., has been 
its Dean.

The pace has been brisk for 
Orozco Reilly, whose first day on 
the job was June 1, 2022. She came 
from the School of Education at 
Loyola Marymount University in Los 
Angeles, where she served as chair 
and professor of educational lead-
ership and administration. 

Since she arrived, Orozco Reilly 
has been working on obtaining 
grants, raising funds for an Early 
Childhood Care & Education Center, 
presenting her work virtually to inter-
national audiences and putting out a 
biweekly newsletter, to name just a 
handful of her projects.

 “Every two weeks as I draft the 
newsletter, I sit down and I think 
about what issues we are facing,” 
she said, “and what message I 
want to convey to our commu-
nity about leadership and about 
myself.”

Under her leadership, CSUCI 
received the $3 million grant from 
the U.S. Department of Education, 
which will enable the University 
to offer a new Master of Science 
degree in Counseling — preparing 
students to serve as counselors and 
psychologists in pre-K-12 schools. 
The grant was earmarked for a His-
panic-Serving Institution (HSI), so 
there will be an emphasis on recruit-
ing Latinx students for the graduate 
program. It will provide a well-paying 
career option for the 1,100-plus Psy-
chology majors at CSUCI.

her developing bilingual capabilities. 
My commitment comes to me from 
both of my parents who believed 
that education creates possibilities 
and opens doors for us.”

Orozco Reilly’s quest to provide 
equal access to education has 
taken her to areas on five continents 
where women are struggling to gain 
equal rights, such as Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Costa Rica, China, Rwanda, 
and India.

Provost Mitch Avila, Ph.D., consid-
ers Orozco Reilly uniquely qualified 
for this position. 

“She is passionate about educa-
tion, brings years of experience, 
and is committed to advancing the 
region by working collaboratively 
with our P-12 partners. I couldn’t be 
more pleased than to have her join 
our decanal ranks, and I look for-
ward to supporting her leadership 
in the School of Education.”  

“My commitment comes  
to me from both of my  
parents who believed that  
education creates  
possibilities and opens 
doors for us.”  
—Elizabeth Orozco Reilly

Elizabeth Orozco Reilly, Ph.D.
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Megan Eberhardt-Alstot, Learning Design Le
ad

LIFESAVING WORK
Receiving the 2022 
President’s Staff 
Award for Excellence 
was both a profes-
sional and a deeply 

personal highlight for 
Eberhardt-Alstot.
When she first entered  

CSUCI’s master’s program for 
Educational Leadership, she was 
newly married with no children. Seven 
years later, she was a single mom. 

“My whole life fell apart personally. 
I found myself unemployed 
and moving back in 
with my parents and a 
3-year-old,” she said. 
“CSUCI saved my life.” 

After teaching in the 
Pleasant Valley School 
District for a time, Eber-
hardt-Alstot accepted 
a job with CSUCI, which 
she describes as “winning the 
lottery.”

Because of her own situation as a 
working single mother, Eberhardt-Als-
tot is passionate about online learning 

and the flexibility it provides non-tra-
ditional students like her. In 

fact, Eberhardt-Alstot is 
currently pursuing a 
Ph.D. online.

During the pan-
demic, Eberhardt- 
Alstot and the rest of 

the TLI team helped 
prepare 8,000 stu-

dents for online learning 
through a program called Learn-

ing Online 101, which she helped 
develop in 2018.

She was reluctant to accept per-
sonal recognition without honoring 

Sheradyn Ruef, Computer Science stu
dent

Awards honor innovation and hard work
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STARTING THE FALL  
semester on a high note 
at the President’s Convo-
cation, President Richard 
Yao recognized a faculty 
member, a staff member 
and a student for excep-
tional contributions during 
the 2021-22 academic year. 

Recipients were Ekin Pehlivan, 
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mar-
keting; Megan Eberhardt-Alstot, 
Teaching & Learning Innovation (TLI)’s 
Learning Design Lead; and Sheradyn 
Ruef, Computer Science student. 

CARING LIKE FAMILY
Nominations for Pehlivan were 
numerous with one even describing 
her as “family.”

“When you have someone who 
genuinely and consistently cares 
about your best interest and is not 
afraid to provide genuine feedback, 
there is no other word than ‘family’ for 
that,” the nomination read.

As Yao presented her with the 
President’s Teaching & Innovation 
Award, he praised Pehlivan’s many 
achievements, with special emphasis 
on “CI Solutions” — previously 
known as the Micro-Internship 
Program. The student-run 
agency assists area busi-
nesses and nonprofits with 
specific tasks and projects.

“Over the years I have 
witnessed how learning by 
doing opens so many unfore-
seen doors, for there is nothing 
like a safe and supportive place to fail 
gracefully, then only to get back up 
and try again,” Pehlivan said. “And no 
better place than a university to serve 
as this safe place for our students.”

the contributions of the TLI team.
“It was overwhelming because 

we’re such a team, and it’s hard to 
accept this as an individual when you 
know it has everybody else’s finger-
prints on it,” she said.

‘GREAT ROLE MODEL’
The 2022 President’s Award for Stu-
dent Innovation caps off numerous 
honors Ruef has earned on campus, 
including being named a President’s 
Scholar. 

A nomination letter written by Pro-
fessor and Chair of Computer 

Science Michael Soltys, 
Ph.D., spoke of her work 

as a science, technology, 
engineering and math 
(STEM) tutor, a student 
research volunteer and a 

Data Student Analyst Stu-
dent Assistant for Career 

Development & Alumni 
Engagement.

After Ruef interned with the Naval 
Air Systems Command, Soltys offered 
her a position at GBL Systems, where 
he is a principal scientist. 

“It is difficult to overestimate Ms. 
Ruef’s abilities; they are uncommon, 
and she serves as a great role model 
for the class,” Soltys said in his nomi-
nation letter. 

Ruef plans to become a cyberse-
curity professional and an advocate 
for women in STEM, a career trajec-
tory she says she was able to forge 
because of CSUCI.

“I feel like I can make an impact 
here because every student matters 
at Channel Islands. I truly believe 
everyone has a place here, and I’m 
so glad I’ve found mine as part of the 
CSUCI family.” 

by KIM LAMB GREGORY

{ In the NEWS }

Ekin Pehlivan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of M

ark
eti

ng
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New Vice President for Student Affairs spends her first semester getting acquainted, removing barriers  

by KIM LAMB GREGORY

HER FIRST SEMESTER AS CSUCI’S VICE PRESIDENT 
for Student Affairs has been busy, yet productive, 
according to Eboni Ford Turnbow, Ph.D., who joined 
the campus community on September 12, 2022.

“I’ve already been working with my Basic Needs team 
on eliminating some barriers for students who need 
access to emergency needs funds,” Ford Turnbow said. 
“We’re also working on bringing emergency housing 
options back on campus and decreasing the transporta-
tion barrier here.”

Ford Turnbow came to CSUCI from Cal Poly Humboldt, 
where she had served as associate vice president & 
dean of students since 2019 and as interim vice president 
of Enrollment Management & Student Success since 
June 2022.

“Dr. Ford Turnbow’s educational background, with 
graduate studies that included both student affairs 

and academic affairs perspectives in higher educa-
tion, has served her well as the enthusiastic, natural 
collaborator that she has the reputation for being,” 
President Richard Yao said. “At Humboldt, that col-
laboration included support for and oversight of the 
university’s cultural centers of academic excellence — 
experience that will serve CSUCI well as we grow into 
this arena.”

Ford Turnbow hails from the Midwest, having earned 
her doctorate in sociology from Wayne State University 
in Detroit, Michigan, where she specialized in Gender 
and Work in Higher Education. 

A tireless advocate for racial and social justice, Ford 
Turnbow is a published author with her most recent 
co-authored book chapter titled “When Intersections 
Collide: Young Black Women Combat Sexism, Racism, 
and Ageism in Higher Education.”

ABOVE Vice President for Student Affairs Eboni Ford Turnbow, Ph.D., talks with 
students about their needs.

Helping students succeed 
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“We’re also working on bring-
ing emergency housing options 
back on campus and decreasing 
the transportation barrier here.”  
—Eboni Ford Turnbow

Her doctoral work centered on the impact 
of gender and other social categories 
that may create overlapping systems of 
disadvantage and/or discrimination in the 
workplace.

As an academic leader in student affairs, 
Ford Turnbow is committed to what she 
describes as “remembering why we’re 
here,” and “being centered on the student 
experience.”

During an interview with The CI View stu-
dent newspaper, Ford Turnbow talked about 
why she has been involved with higher edu-
cation ever since she was an undergraduate 
working toward her bachelor’s degree in 
secondary education & health studies from 
Wayne State University. 

“I found that with college-aged students, I 
could make the most impact. I never looked 
back,” Ford Turnbow told The CI View. “I’m a 
big proponent of positively impacting higher 
education across our country and globally 
to ensure I’m doing my part for as many stu-
dents as possible.” 

Under Ford Turnbow’s leadership, the 
Division of Student Affairs is also working 
closely with Enrollment Management to make 
changes to the new student registration and 
orientation process. 

“So many campus colleagues and students 
have been very welcoming since my arrival,” 
Ford Turnbow said. “There has also been 
lots of learning, growing and ideating on 
strategies to improve various aspects of the 
student experience. I am excited to be here. 
The campus is simply gorgeous, and I look 
forward to what’s ahead here at CSUCI.”

one challenge at a time
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ASI government leaders focused on helping students and getting out the vote

by PAMELA DEAN

ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT  
President Ilien Tolteca (Chicana/o 
Studies, Studio Art) and Vice Pres-
ident Javier Garnica (Chicana/o 
Studies) are squarely focused on 
improving the experience of CSUCI’s 
undocumented students.

“Our team wants to create spaces 
and increase support for undocu-
mented students on campus, or at 
least keep the conversation going for 
future administrations to continue,” 
said Garnica. “We hope people do 
not forget that there are undocu-
mented students who are often left 
out from accessing opportunities that 
are crucial for their success.”

“We want to increase paid edu-
cational opportunities for these stu-
dents,” added Tolteca. “We have been 
meeting with administrators, faculty, 
students, and local partners on ways 
to continue this work and improve 
how we serve this student population.”

The two elected officials work 
closely with a team of five executive 
members, five senators, four interns, 
University leaders, CSU constitu-
ents, and California state officials to 
advance a wide array of priorities 
that include everything from edu-
cational access and affordability to 
student health and welfare.

Because 2022 was an election 
year, the ASI student leadership team 
concentrated on convincing fellow 
Dolphins to register to vote and par-
ticipate in the midterm elections.

The team was involved in the Cal-
ifornia University and College Ballot 
Bowl, which invites all colleges and 
universities across the state to com-
pete to register the most students to 
vote. The ASI leaders spent a month 
reaching out to students around 
campus, giving away pizza, bagels 

and student government merchan-
dise in an effort to encourage stu-
dents to register.

“We wanted to show the other 
CSU campuses that although we 
may be a smaller campus, Dolphins 
have the power to make noise 
against bigger student bodies and 
care about being civically engaged,” 
Tolteca said. “In 2018, CSUCI was 
named the CSU campus with the 
largest percentage of its student 
body registered to vote. We’re striv-
ing to do the same this year.”

CSUCI placed first in the cate-
gory of “Most Creative Approach to 
Register Students to Vote.” Tolteca 
is particularly proud of the Civic 
Engagement Carnival the team held 
in November. Close to 200 partici-
pants stopped by to enjoy carnival 
games and food trucks while also 
picking up information on voter reg-
istration and the propositions on the 
November ballot.

As ASI President, Tolteca was 
also able to participate in the first 
in-person CSUnity event, a gather-
ing of all 23 CSU ASI Student Gov-
ernments hosted by the California 
State Student Association. 

“I was able to meet, network and 
connect with other student presidents 
and get a big-picture perspective of 
the student experience across Cali-
fornia,” said Tolteca. “It was uplifting 
to see the amount of care and dedi-
cation my fellow presidents have for 
their fellow students and their com-
mitment to their campus needs.”

Tolteca and Garnica hope to 
increase student engagement both 
on and off campus, especially fol-
lowing the return to campus after 
the pandemic forced two years of 
remote instruction. 

“I want my peers to not only be 
aware of the issues, but to be a part 
of the conversation and change that 
is possible,” Tolteca said.

Lifting up student voices

ASI Student Government President Ilien Tolteca and Vice President Javier Garnica talk to students about making 
change happen.
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The curtain opens on new major by KIM LAMB GREGORY

AS ONE OF THE FIRST TO TAKE 
advantage of the Dance Studies 
major that launched in Fall 2022 
at CSUCI, Kortni Godsey has so far 
been thrilled with her choice.

The semester included guest 
lecturers such as pioneering break 
dancer Ken Swift, choreographers, 
a talent agent, and Navajo dancer 
Little Hawk. They 
also saw a live 
taping of ABC’s 
“Dancing with 
the Stars.”

“It was so fun,” 
Godsey said. “To 
see the show live 
— it was crazy to 
see all the cam-
eras. The dance 
was definitely 
more emotional 
than I thought it 
would be.”

CSUCI’s pro-
gram is not your 
typical college 
Dance Studies 
major, according 
to Associate Pro-
fessor of Perform-
ing Arts Heather 
Castillo, M.F.A., who has been a 
champion for the program along with 
Performing Arts/Dance Lecturers 
MiRi Park and Bonnie Lavin-Hughes. 

“The degree is a global look at 
dance and how dance has always 
been a way to communicate and 
pass down our culture from genera-
tion to generation with the stories in 
our bodies,” Castillo said. 

The Dance Studies major will pro-
vide students with the athletic training 
and technique necessary for dance 
performance but will also provide a 

broader look at how dance is integral 
to the human experience.  

“The dances we want to honor in 
our program all have developed in 
North America,” Castillo said. “For 
example, we have jazz because of 
the African people forced to migrate 
here. When you look at forced migra-
tion along with the oppression of First 

Nations people through the lens of 
dance, it creates an embodied con-
nection to our history.”

Through Park’s connections in the 
New York hip-hop community, she 
was able to get Swift to guest lec-
ture. Swift is widely considered “the 
epitome of the B-Boy,” pioneering 
movements and terminology for the 
dance form that is now recognized 
worldwide.

“I have a background as a B-Girl 
and a hip-hop dancer,” Park said. “I 
learned for free in the park in Brook-

lyn. It’s just as vigorous as any other 
dance style, and it has shifted my 
perspective from ‘you got to pay to 
play’ to ‘if you want to get in it, you 
gotta get down’.” 

Castillo said the “Dancing with the 
Stars” experience was to expose the 
students to “commercial” dancing, 
where dance is used as part of the 

product or used 
to sell a product 
such as a reality 
show. 

“We exposed 
them to live com-
mercial dance 
with all the bodies 
and the energy 
and the wild 
number of 15 
cameras,” Castillo 
said. “These sorts 
of things you just 
can’t get when 
watching it on TV.”

Students are 
also being intro-
duced to other 
career options 
open to those with 
a degree in dance 
by hearing from 

CSUCI alumni. For example, Alyssa 
Zepeda ’12 uses dance in her social 
work. Miesha Goetz ’14 is a dance 
agent at Clear Talent Agency. Also, 
students are learning from chore-
ographers like Alison Faulk, who is 
touring with the Broadway production 
of “Magic Mike,” and the associate 
choreographer for “Moulin Rouge,” 
Camden Gonzales.

“Most people enter into a dance 
degree believing it is limited to being 
a dancer,” Castillo said. “But you can 
do so much with this degree.”

LEFT TO RIGHT Alumna Melina Ortega and students Isabella Roberts, Stephanie Oregel, Gabriella Perry and 
Andrea Lopez dance during President Yao’s Investiture.
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S tudent Government President Ilien Tolteca took the 
podium during President Richard Yao’s Investiture 
and described having met him as a first-year student. 

Yao, then Vice President for Student Affairs, encouraged 
Tolteca’s pursuit of a double major. He expressed his confi-
dence, provided his business card, and said to contact him 
if ever the need arose.

“This moment has stayed with me since then, and I 
believe it is reflective of who President Yao is as an indi-
vidual — someone who is willing to connect with the CI 
student body and who goes above and beyond for the CI 
community,” Tolteca said.

While the September 23 ceremony’s purpose was for the 
California State University Board of Trustees to formally 
invest in Yao the authority of his position, the broader idea 
of connections took center stage throughout the event. 
Chumash leaders tethered the ceremony to the land on 

which it took place, their ancestral home in this region. 
The participation of CSU Channel Islands’ three former 
presidents and video messages from previous student 
government leaders bridged the past with the present. 
The attendance of CSUCI Foundation Board members, 
elected officials and community members underscored the 
University’s ties with and service to the region. And mul-
tiple speakers remarked on Yao’s efforts to connect with 
people.

Interim CSU Chancellor Jolene Koester, Ph.D., said Yao 
often starts his day with a pre-dawn run through campus, 
stopping to chat with groundskeepers and express appreci-
ation for their important work in positively impacting the 
entire CSUCI community. Koester told the story of how 
Yao introduced himself as the Interim President to a boat 
crewmember on a return trip from the University’s Santa 
Rosa Island Research Station after he learned the young 

Ceremony highlights diversity and the importance of connections
by KARIN GRENNAN

CSUCI invests in President Yao
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man had left CSUCI before graduating. Yao listened to his 
story, offered support and invited him to meet again so that 
Yao could help him find a way to complete his degree.

“Making meaningful personal connections isn’t just part 
of Rich’s daily work,” Koester said. “He’s imbued the practice 
into the campus culture. He challenges faculty and staff to 
make a difference every day by showing that they care about 
Channel Islands students, care about them as human beings, 
so that students feel welcomed, valued, respected and inspired 
to successes that they might never have imagined possible.”

Wenda Fong, Chair of the CSU Board of Trustees and 
the presidential search committee that led to Yao’s perma-
nent appointment, said, “He stood alone as the best fit for 
Channel Islands — the right person at the right time.” 

Speakers noted Yao’s commitment to giving everyone a 
voice through shared governance. Annie Block-Weiss, chair 
of the CI Staff Council and Associated Students Inc. (ASI) 
Programs Coordinator, recalled Yao contacting her during 
his first day as Interim President. 

“In already the short time that (he) has been our pres-
ident, the voice of staff has not only been amplified, but 
truly listened to,” Block-Weiss said.

CSUCI’s diversity of voices, identities and cultures was 

highlighted throughout the ceremony in music, dance and 
spoken word performances featuring students, alumni and 
community members. A video featured welcome messages 
from Grounds Worker Guillermo Gallegos Lopez in Spanish; 
Lecturer Silvia Ventura Luna in Mixteco; Assistant Professor 
of Mathematics Alona Kryschenko, Ph.D., in Ukrainian; 
Academic Programs and Planning Analyst Andrea Skinner, 
J.D., in Portuguese; Director of International Programs 
Mayumi Kowta in Japanese; Lecturer in Sociology Sunghee 
Nam, Ph.D., in Korean; Professor of Education and Political 
Science Tiina Itkonen, Ph.D., in Finnish; Yao’s father, George 
Yao, M.D., in Chinese; Yao’s mother, Concepción DyReyes 
Yao, M.D., in Tagalog; and CSUCI alumnus and President 
of the Black Alumni Chapter Jeffery Alexander Jr. ’09, Ed.D., 
speaking in English. 

Yao thanked those who shared their cultures during the 
ceremony and called on everyone to unite around the goal 
of student success. He asked that people value dissent, let 
data guide decisions, remain open to change, and continu-
ally reevaluate practices.

“We need to be forward-looking, working now to be the 
CSUCI that we envision for those who will be learning and 
working here in 2042,” he said.

ABOVE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT President Yao wears the President’s Medallion; President Yao poses with Chumash representatives 
Matthew Vestuto, Eleanor Fishburn and Raudel J. Bañuelos Jr.; The People’s Trio (Ben Yao, Gabriel Kline and Jackson Roberg) 
provides pre-ceremony music; students Maddy Hitchcock and Avantika Kannan participate in the “Tapestry of Dance”; Doll A$$ign 
was among the alumni who performed; student Kortni Godsey dances; and members of the Oxnard High School Air Force Junior 
ROTC provide the Presentation of Colors.
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W
HEN CARRICK DEHART STEPS OUTSIDE 
his office, he is surrounded by diverse faces of 
the struggle for equity and inclusion in the 

United States. Photos of a Navajo man at a Senate hear-
ing, transgender activist Christine Jorgensen, and feminist 
anthropologist Margaret Mead line one side of the hallway. 
Olympic champion Jesse Owens and the Rev. Jesse Jackson 
are on the other.

“I love it because it’s a mixture. I look at it like a palette 
of colors, just a palette of people who make us unique,” 
said DeHart, Director of Major Gifts and Co-Chair of 
CSUCI’s Black Faculty & Staff Association. “It represents 
the possible.”

“The Long Struggles for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: 
Icons, Moments, and Voices” features the work of acclaimed 
photojournalist Santi Visalli. It is the inaugural exhibition 
of the President’s Gallery, established by President Richard 
Yao in celebration of the University’s 20th Anniversary and 
located in Richard R. Rush Hall. 

“I want the President’s Gallery to showcase the University’s 
many collections in ways that promote reflection and dis-

cussion on the histori-
cal, physical, social, and 
cultural realities of the 
world,” Yao said.

The exhibit of Visalli’s 
black-and-white photo-
graphs opened Sept. 19 
with a series of receptions 
and continues through 
June. 

Professor of Art History Irina D. Costache, Ph.D., curated 
the 27 images. She worked with Monica Pereira, Head of 
Collections & Resource Management in the John Spoor 
Broome Library, to select them from almost 190,000 nega-
tives that the 90-year-old photographer donated to CSUCI. 

Visalli, a Santa Barbara resident whose career spanned 
more than six decades, took most of the exhibition’s pho-
tos in the 1960s and 1970s. Prominent figures including 
Martin Luther King Jr., Robert Kennedy, and Ella Fitzgerald 
fill the “Icons” section in the lobby. Down one hallway is 
the “Voices” section, with additional political and cultural 
figures who helped advance racial and social justice. The 
“Moments” wing features unsung heroes during important 
moments including celebrations and protests.

The pictures “are a solemn reminder and powerful com-
memoration of seen and unseen events, silent and loud voices, 
and known and unknown heroes of the period,” Costache 
wrote in the exhibition program. 

Art History major Oscar Rios, who heard Visalli speak 
in one of his classes at CSUCI, spent part of the Fall 2022 
semester creating the digital archive for the exhibition and 
researching the events depicted as part of his capstone project 
under the guidance of Costache and Art Professor Matthew 
Furmanski, M.F.A. Knowing the story behind the photos of 
a 1969 Mexican Centennial celebration, he was particularly 
drawn to them. They feature a Guanajuato student group 
that typically performed in the streets to raise money for 
college. That day, the group performed by invitation.

“They are showcasing their culture, my culture, in New 
York,” said Rios, who was born in Mexico and came to the 
U.S. in 2006. “It’s pretty powerful.”

Inaugural exhibition depicts voices in social justice 
by KARIN GRENNAN

ABOVE Exhibition photographs include Robert Kennedy applauding  
Ella Fitzgerald, Olympic Champion Jesse Owens, and the Mexican Centennial.

LEFT Staff and faculty examine photos during an opening reception.

{ FEATURE Article }
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by  KARIN GRENNAN

THE 2022 ROBERT J. LAGO-
MARSINO AWARD recipient, Leah 
Lacayo, has volunteered countless 
hours and donated thousands of dol-
lars to help students graduate from 
CSUCI and achieve professional 
success because she is passionate 
about the University’s mission.

“CI is so important to this agri-
cultural region. We have so many 
underserved populations — farm-
worker families and a very large 
Mixteco population that speaks its 
own language,” the Newbury Park 
resident said. “Everyone deserves 
the opportunity to attend a four-year 
public university.”

 Lacayo never attended college 
and wasn’t encouraged to do so. 
Instead of pursuing a career, she 
threw herself into volunteering. 

She met her late husband, Hank, 
when they were working on a cam-
paign, and she supported his efforts 
as a national labor leader and advo-
cate for California seniors until he 
died in 2017. She has volunteered for 
many community organizations, fre-
quently in leadership roles. 

“I have been a volunteer for most 
of my life. It is what I do,” Lacayo 
said. “I believe that intergenerational 
experience and community involve-
ment are key to a satisfying and 
happy life.”

The Lacayos lobbied for the 
establishment of CSUCI. In 2005, 
when there were few graduates, 
Lacayo joined the Alumni & Friends 
Association Board, and she is now 
on her second eight-year term. She 
served as president in 2009 and 
co-president in 2018. She used her 
connections to expand membership, 
spearheaded the first fundraiser, and 
helped organize Dodger Days.

She also helped launch the Henry 
L. “Hank” Lacayo Institute for Work-
force & Community Studies in 2010 
and got involved in its internship 
program.

Lacayo has donated to the Uni-
versity every year since 1999 and 
belongs to the President’s Circle, 
which recognizes donors who annu-
ally give $1,000 or more. 

“Leah has been incredibly gener-
ous not only with her time, but also 
her resources,” said 2019 Lagomar-
sino Award winner Neil Kreisel as he 
introduced her as the 2022 recipient 

in October. One of the University’s 
highest tributes, the award honors 
those who have contributed to and 
supported CSUCI. 

“I cannot think of anyone more 
deserving than Leah,” President 
Richard Yao said. “We are honored 
to have her as a generous supporter 
and member of our CI family.”

“The return on my involvement 
with CI is so much greater than what 
I give,” Lacayo said. “It makes my 
heart happy to walk into a doctor’s 
office or a hospital and have a nurse 
be a CI graduate.”

Leah Lacayo honored for longtime support

President Richard Yao presents Leah Lacayo with the 2022 Robert J. Lagomarsino award. 
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{ FEATURE Article }

ABOVE Architectural renderings show how buildings will be renovated to house the 
center.

A SITE HAS BEEN CHOSEN FOR A CSU 
Channel Islands center designed to address the 
dire need for affordable, high-quality care and 

education for the young children of students, employees, 
farmworkers, and other community members.

After gathering input from the campus community, 
President Richard Yao decided that buildings along the west 
side of Camarillo Street, south of Santa Barbara Avenue, 
will be renovated to house the Early Childhood Care and 
Education Center (ECCEC), pending a suc-
cessful fundraising campaign.

The University plans to build the center 
with public and private funds and has nearly 
reached the halfway mark in its fundraising 
efforts. The estimated planning, infrastructure 
and construction costs total $46.69 million, 
and CSUCI has raised $22.83 million so far. 
The County of Ventura provided $5 million, 
and the California legislature allocated $7 mil-
lion. The University committed $10 million, 
which includes $1.5 million from real estate 
investment company Kennedy Wilson.

“With additional financial support that we 
are seeking in both public and private realms, 
we can build this vitally needed center to bene-
fit our students as well as families and employers throughout 
the region,” Yao said.

This center has been in the planning stages since before 
CSUCI opened its doors. Of the 23 CSU campuses, 
CSUCI is one of only three without child care facilities for 
students. This is particularly significant for CSUCI’s stu-
dent-parent population since 40% earn less than $24,000 
a year, and child care — particularly high-quality care and 
education — can be prohibitively expensive. 

As planned, the center will serve children aged 6 weeks 
through 5 years and possibly provide evening care for up 
to 8-year-olds. It will follow a Balanced Dual Language 
Model to meet the needs of children who are dual lan-
guage learners in Ventura County, with most having 

Spanish as a heritage language. Supporting bilingual/mul-
tilingual development is critical since 60% of California 
children under 5 years old are dual language learners. The 
ECCEC will play a critical role not only in CSUCI’s Early 
Childhood Studies teacher preparation program but also 
in professional development experiences that it can help 
make possible for early childhood providers throughout 
the region. The center will be open to children of all abil-
ities, specifically those with special needs. 

CSUCI’s Early Childhood Studies majors will conduct 
field work, including student teaching, at the center. It also 
will be a clinical practice experience site for California’s 
proposed pre-K-3 Early Childhood Specialist Credential. 

The center will provide opportunities for service learn-
ing and interdisciplinary research as well as valuable expe-
riences for students and faculty in other disciplines, such as 
Nursing, Psychology, Sociology, Art, and Chicana/o Studies.

Plans for the first phase of construction include 10 class-
rooms, two outdoor play areas, a medical office, a multi-
purpose room/art studio, kitchen, and laundry room. A 
proposed second floor would house a family resource area as 
well as college classrooms and faculty offices. To learn more, 
please visit the ECCEC webpage at: go.csuci.edu/eccec. 

Early Childhood Care and  
Education Center site selected

by KARIN GRENNAN
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T H E  PA S S I O N  T H AT  L O N G T I M E  C S U C I 
supporters Yolanda Benitez and Dave Rodriguez  have 
for community service and helping others to get ahead 

stems from their own humble beginnings.
Benitez was a first-generation college student who grew up 

living in her aunt’s El Monte garage with her mother and 
brother.  Her mother worked picking strawberries and lemons 
in Ventura County in the summer and cleaned houses in Los 
Angeles the rest of the year. 

After graduating from college, Benitez began her career 
as an English and English-as-a-second-language high school 
teacher and worked her way up to superintendent of the Rio 
School District. She finished her career as the chief academic 
officer for the Los Angeles County Office of Education. 

Rodriguez has spent almost 40 years in various leadership 
positions with the League of United Latin American Citizens. 
Through that association, he became an advocate for CSUCI 
during its early days, often traveling to Sacramento with for-
mer President Richard Rush to lobby for increased funding 
for the CSU. 

The Camarillo couple recently decided to make a gen-
erous planned gift to CSUCI for scholarships benefiting 
first-generation college students with ties to working in the 
agricultural fields.

“We both knew that with all that we have gone through, we 
wanted to give young people a helping hand,” Benitez said. 
“College was the door out of poverty for me and my family. 
It opened up the world of possibility and I knew it could do 
the same for others. The scholarships we have established will 
open that door for other young people who can help better 
the world.”

The scholarships can be used for any education-related 
expense. They can be used for tuition, housing, books, gas, 
babysitting, food, or for any other financial need that students 
are experiencing. Benitez and Rodriguez feel strongly that the 
recipients should decide how the funds can best help them. 

“If we can help them with that, then we’ve done what we 
wanted to do in this world,” Benitez added.

 Although they could donate to other universities or institu-

tions, Benitez and Rodriguez are enthusiastic about support-
ing CSUCI, in particular.

“We felt that this was our University and these are our kids. 
A lot of students that I have known as an administrator will 
come through this system,” Benitez said. “What better way 
to give a helping hand than to give to this University and 
to these young people who are part of our community? It’s 
making the full circle.”

opening the door of possibility 
with a gift for the future

by PAMELA DEAN

Yolanda Benitez and Dave Rodriguez

RIGHT Yolanda Benitez and Dave Rodriguez sit outside their Camarillo home.
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The first Indigenous Americans Social of the academic year was held on  
Nov. 9, 2022, at the Central Mall. The Social featured an opening blessing by 

Eleanor Fishburn (nee Arellanes) and craft stations that included making 
bracelets, coloring pages and more. This event was part of CSUCI’s Inclusive 

Student Services Heritage Month Social Series organized by Natalie Johnson 
and numerous committee members. Food, campus resources and limited-

edition giveaways were also provided to attendees.
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ABOVE CSUCI President Emeritus Richard Rush 
(left) and President Richard Yao stand before 
Richard R. Rush Hall.

by KARIN GRENNAN

CSUCI’S ADMINISTRATION  
building containing the Office of 
the President now bears the name 
of the person who led the Univer-
sity for 15 years of its existence. 

“I hope this testa-
ment to all you have 
accomplished will 
remain a symbol of 
our appreciation for all 
you have done for our 
campus here at CSU 
Channel Islands and 
the broader commu-
nity,” CSUCI President 
Richard Yao said during 
the dedication of Rich-
ard R. Rush Hall on Oct. 
12. “I look forward to 
working every day in a 
building commemorat-
ing your work.”

President Emeritus 
Rush, who began serv-
ing one year before the 
first students arrived, 
insisted that everyone 
who worked with him, 
particularly during the 
early years, deserved 
to share in the honor of 
a renamed University 
Hall.

“I accept this rec-
ognition in the name 
of all the faculty, the 
staff, the students, and 
indeed the broader 
community who have 
linked arms to make this dream a 
reality,” Rush said. “This is your Uni-
versity. This name represents you, 
not me.”

Speakers at the renaming cere-
mony explained that the building of 
those partnerships that moved the 

University forward, whether with 
public officials or private donors, 
was one of Rush’s most valuable 
contributions. State Assembly-
woman Jacqui Irwin recalled Rush 

finding a way to fund the retrofitting 
of the campus’ 1930s-era buildings 
during the Great Recession and 
launching the effort to add the 
Mechatronics Engineering program 
when a regional survey showed 
great need for it.

“I found a great, great partner 
in Dr. Rush,” said U.S. Rep. Julia 
Brownley. “His efforts were critical in 
bringing an educational epicenter to 
Ventura County.”

Rush hired more 
than 800 employees, 
led efforts to achieve 
initial accreditation and 
re-accreditation, and 
developed long-term 
strategic, academic 
and physical plans. He 
helped launch innova-
tive programs, includ-
ing the Santa Rosa 
Island Research Sta-
tion operated in collab-
oration with Channel 
Islands National Park. 
In addition, he gen-
erously donated to 
support student shol-
arships, the renovation 
of the campus’ Central 
Mall and other needs.

“Dr. Richard Rush 
dreams big, but more 
important than that, he 
delivers even bigger,” 
said Bill Kearney, a 
member of the Uni-
versity’s Foundation 
Board of Directors 
since 2003.

The renaming, which 
was supported by $1 
million in donations, is 
not a signal that Rush’s 

work for the University is done.
“It’s just a small token of our grat-

itude and appreciation for the work 
and partnership ahead,” Yao said. 
“He continues to be an inspiring 
leader who leads with a passion for 
our mission.”

University Hall renamed in honor of 
President Emeritus Richard R. Rush 
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FRONT ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT Nancy Covarrubias Gill, 
Toni DeBoni, Martha Reyes, Evelyn Taylor, Irina Costache, 
Rosario Cuevas, Frank Barajas, Diana Enos, Jeanne Grier, 
Anthony Mestas, and Gustavo P. Gonzalez.

MIDDLE ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT Loren Fleming, Maria  
Elena Zendejas, Wendy Olson, Leticia Romero, David 
Carlson, Tim Berndston, Jesse Lucero, and Jon Brooks.

BACK ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT Dale Velador, Martin Tapia, 
Dawn Smith, Phil Hampton, Hai Le, Judilyn Le, Tim Allen, 
Tom Emens, and Robert Inglis.

NOT PICTURED Nancy Mozingo, Scott Shubb, and Kevin 
Volkan.

HEADSHOTS, ADJOINING PAGE, LEFT TO RIGHT Rainer 
Buschmann, Ivona Grzegorczyk, and Bobby Perez.

RIGHT A University highway sign is unveiled in 1999 by 
then President J. Handel Evans, State Assemblymember 
Nao Takasugi, and State Senator Jack O’ Connell.

THEY WERE THERE AT THE START
34 employees from the founding of CSUCI
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{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Retelling the History }

G ROWING UP IN OXNARD WITH VERY 
traditional Hispanic parents who wouldn’t 
let her move away to attend college, Nancy 

Covarrubias Gill kept hoping that a public university 
would open in Ventura County. Then, in 1999, when she 
had a family of her own, she read a story about the work 
J. Handel Evans and others were doing to make it happen. 
Inspired, Gill applied for a job on the small team. 

“I’ll never forget that at the end of the interview President 
Evans said that he wanted to hire me, but I would need to 
make one promise to him — to earn my bachelor’s degree. 
On that day, I made a promise to President Evans and to 
myself,” Gill said. 

Over the next 23 years, she attended all the biggest events 
in CSU Channel Islands history and organized many of 
them including the opening ceremony, the first presidential 
inauguration and Commencement ceremonies, and several 
President’s Dinners. But one stands high above the rest for 
her — 2005 Commencement, the day she graduated with 
her bachelor’s degree. 

“I tear up with prideful emotion thinking about that 
day and having President Emeritus Evans, who was seated 
on the stage, greet and congratulate me as I crossed,” said 
Gill, M.P.A., now CSUCI’s Associate Vice President for 
Communication & Public Relations. “I’m sure this same 
emotional feeling is experienced by many first-generation 

CSUCI

by KARIN GRENNAN

Milestone met by ‘Honoring 
Our Past — Building  

The Future’

celebrates 
20 years
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students from this region who may not have an oppor-
tunity to leave their home to attend a college or university 
but can now earn a bachelor’s degree at a public university 
in Ventura County.”

Charged with serving students from this previously 
underserved region, CSUCI officially came to life during 
an opening ceremony on Aug. 16, 2002. Twenty years later, 
the University celebrates its 20th anniversary under the 
banner of “Honoring Our Past — Building The Future.”

An ongoing highlight for the year-long commemoration 
is an exhibit in the John Spoor Broome Library. There are 
yearbooks and magazines, a display tracking the evolu-
tion of Ekho the Dolphin, and a list of movies filmed on 
campus. Representative items from the library’s expan-
sive Archives & Special Collections are displayed. Faculty 
research and creative activities fill several shelves.

Head of Access Services Librarian Janet Pinkley worked 
with people from across campus to bring the exhibit to 
fruition.

“The teamwork, collaboration and commitment to the 
project reminded me of what makes CSUCI so special,” 
said Pinkley, who joined the University in 2007. “There 
was a culture cultivated from the beginning that we 
were building a university together. The entire campus 
embraced this idea and believed in it. We still do.”

Weaving throughout the displays is a photo-packed 
timeline showing the development of the University from 
1965, when a state bill calling for the establishment of a 
four-year college in Ventura County was drafted, through 
2022, when Richard Yao became the fourth president.

One of the most significant points on the timeline is 
Aug. 24, 2002, the day the first CSUCI students began 

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Retelling the History }

The teamwork, collaboration 
and commitment to the  
project reminded me of what 
makes CSUCI so special.

— Janet Pinkley

“
”

TOP LEFT Nancy Covarrubias Gill prepares to graduate with a B.A. in Liberal Studies at the 2005 Commencement ceremony. 
TOP RIGHT The first group of CSUCI administrators from Fall 1999.
MIDDLE RIGHT A large rock provided by the Broome family commemorates the Conveyance ceremony in October 1998 transferring 
the property from Camarillo State Hospital to the California State University.

”
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classes. By that time, Dale Velador had been part of the 
nascent University’s Information Technology Services 
team for almost three years. On his way to interview for 
the job in 1999 he thought he had taken a wrong turn 
because it seemed like he was in the middle of nowhere. 
Now there were students and new faculty and staff mem-
bers in the buildings he had helped wire.

“Before that, it was an idea,” Velador said. “Watching it 
actually happen was great. … It was exciting.”

 May 17, 2007, is another day of great joy featured on 
the timeline. That is when CSUCI received its accred-
itation from the Western Association of Schools and 
Colleges (WASC) on the earliest possible date — and on 
the very day that the first class of first-year, full-time stu-
dents graduated. Becoming WASC-accredited signaled to 
prospective students and their families, graduate schools, 
employers, and others the high quality and integrity of 
CSUCI’s programs and services.

“Many students will go through their entire college 
experience and never encounter the word accreditation 
or the significance of it, but for students who were some 
of the first to complete their degrees at CSUCI, that des-

ignation meant a lot,” said Toni DeBoni, J.D., who like 
Gill and Velador is among 34 current employees who have 
been working at the University since 2002 or before.

“It was truly an all-campus achievement with extensive 
participation from all University divisions,” said Dennis 
Muraoka, Ph.D., who chaired the campus’s first WASC 
committee. Muraoka was one of the original 13 planning 
faculty members who arrived in 2001, four of whom are 
still at CSUCI — Frank Barajas, Ph.D., Professor of 
History; Ivona Grzegorczyk, Ph.D., Professor of Math; 
Phil Hampton,  Ph.D., Associate Dean of Arts & Sciences; 
and Kevin Volkan, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology.

Rosali Banola of Camarillo was a member of the inaugu-
ral class that graduated the day CSUCI earned accredita-
tion. Her strongest memory from those years is how much 
CSUCI felt like home, even though she had never set foot 
on the campus before enrolling.

“It was a small community that felt like a second fam-
ily. I had the most incredible professors who invested so 
much to ensure I learned the material and succeeded as a 
student,” said Banola, who majored in Cell and Molecular 
Biology and minored in Chemistry. She returned to earn 

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Retelling the History }

ABOVE Students and staff formed a tight-knit community in 2002.

Story continues on page 24
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“HONORING OUR PAST—BUILDING THE FUTURE” 
The 20th Anniversary exhibit features a 

historical timeline spread across the north wing 
of the Library (one of four panels shown above) 

with an accompanying photo gallery to highlight 
the milestones since the University started, 

including inaugural groundbreaking ceremonies. 
There are additional display areas that feature 
faculty research and creative activities, as well 

as collections and images from the Broome 
Library’s Archives & Special Collections.

Drop in to see displays that  
highlight 20 years of CSUCI history  

now through August 2023. 

Visit online at go.csuci.edu/20years  
to explore timeline details.

1  A panel of the large timeline display at Broome Library.
2  Visitors examine CSUCI historical memorabilia.
3  CSUCI’s 10th anniversary logo.
4 The Broome Library 20th Anniversary timeline wall.
5  The published works of past and present faculty at the Broome  
 Library.
6 Transfer students at the first student orientation in 2002.
7  President Rush opens Aliso Hall, the science building.
8  CSUCI’s variety of student sports clubs shown. Other student   
 organizations including academic, cultural, faith-based, honor  
 societies, political, sorority/fraternity, service and social justice   
 and special interest groups also established on the campus.
9  2003 faculty orientation.
10  CSUCI’s fifth anniversary logo.
11  President Yao, students and staff celebrate 20 years of CSUCI at  
 the 2022 Camarillo Christmas Parade.
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an MBA and a Master of Science in Biotechnology and 
Bioinformatics from CSUCI. “Pursuing a degree in science 
is challenging, and the ability to have access to our profes-
sors and small classroom sizes was a key differentiator and 
what enabled my success as a science student. As years have 
passed and I meet my colleagues who went to other univer-
sities, I realize the experience I had was really unique.”

DeBoni, who was hired as the Coordinator of Orientation 
& Student Development and went on to serve in multi-
ple Student Affairs roles over the next 20 years, said strong 
bonds formed within majors the first few years, creating 
opportunities for students and faculty to join forces in 
events like the Battle of the Majors. 

“Finding ways to build community and add fun to their 
experiences was essential,” said DeBoni, now Associate 
Vice President for Organizational Effectiveness and Special 
Assistant to the President. “A sense of belonging has remained 
an important value.”

Staff, students and faculty collaborated in the begin-
ning to host events, some of which — like the Welcome 
Celebration and Women’s History Recognition Ceremony 
— have become signature events that continue to this day.

Maria Elena Zendejas, who began working at the campus 
in 1998, recalls everyone wearing a lot of hats and perform-
ing many functions in the early years. 

“Without formal structure, it allowed individuals to 
share their innovative skills. It forced people out of their 
comfort zones,” said Zendejas, now Assistant Director of 
Financial Aid & Scholarships. “Seeing what was started 
and where it is now is incredible.”

April 2010 was another pivotal moment, when the U.S. 
Department of Education designated CSUCI a Hispanic-
Serving Institution. This designation was achieved because 
at least 25% of the University’s students at that time were 
Hispanic and at least half qualified for federal Pell Grants 
based on exceptional financial need. This made CSUCI 
eligible to compete for grants to help it better serve stu-
dents. To date, the University has received $42 million 
in competitive HSI grants. This funding has enabled the 
campus to implement programs including initiatives to 
support a college-going culture in Ventura County, peer 
and faculty mentorship to help students graduate and 
development activities to improve teaching and learning 
practices and foster relationships with community-college 
partners.

“These funds have been a significant investment in 
our institution, which propelled CSUCI to be a regional 
and national leader for student success and to cultivate 
best practices in teaching and learning,” said Michelle 
Hasendonckx, Ed.D. ’19, Assistant Vice President for 
Student Academic Success & Equity Initiatives.

In 2019, CSUCI became the first institution of higher 
education in California to earn the Seal of Excelencia, 
signifying a high level of commitment and effort to serve 
Latina/o students. The University earned recertification 
in Fall 2022.

In 2021, CSUCI received $15 million from philanthro-
pist MacKenzie Scott in recognition of the University’s 
commitment to the social mobility of students, equity and 
inclusion, and the greater good of the region and nation. 
That ended up being the year of large gifts. Six months 

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Retelling the History }

ABOVE LEFT Student volunteers show off a Biology experiment to curious onlookers at 
CSUCI’s Science Carnival.
ABOVE Nursing students work with a saline drip. 

Continued from page 21



later, the Martin V. & Martha K. Smith Foundation 
became the single largest donor in CSUCI’s history by 
giving $10.5 million, bringing the family’s total donations 
since 1999 to more than $19 million. 

Students themselves have played an integral role in 
expanding services. They advocated for what in 2017 
became known as the Multicultural Dream Center, 
DeBoni said. The MDC brought Underrepresented 
Student Initiatives and Intercultural Services together in 
the Bell Tower and provided a popular gathering spot.

And, in 2018, thanks to several attempts and persistent 
student leadership, CSUCI’s Basic Needs Program began 
providing food, clothing and emergency housing assistance 
to those in need.

Student interest and regional workforce needs have 
shaped curriculum development through the years. Early 
innovations included the award-winning Master of Science 
in Biotechnology and MBA dual-degree program. CSUCI 
added bachelor’s degrees in Health Science in 2014, Global 

Studies in 2016, and Dance Studies in 2022. Mechatronics 
Engineering, which launched in 2018, is now an impacted 
program along with Nursing — meaning that there are 
more student applications to these programs than there is 
room available. CSUCI began offering a master’s degree 
in Nursing in 2020.

Government and community partnerships forged 
throughout the years supported the development of new 
programs as well as other valuable and unique opportunities 
for students. In 2012, CSUCI partnered with the National 
Park Service to open the Santa Rosa Island Research Station, 
where students and faculty from many programs and dis-
ciplines have engaged in cultural and natural research and 
education. The next year, CSUCI launched the Channel 
Islands Boating Center in Oxnard with the help of several 
public and private partners to provide educational and rec-
reational opportunities for students and the community. 

A signature community event that Associate Dean of 
Arts & Sciences Phil Hampton launched, the Science 
Carnival, reconnected Biology graduate Banola with 
her former organic chemistry professor and alma mater 
in 2017. A senior manager at Amgen, she took science 
experiments Hampton had developed into middle and 
high schools and helped recruit co-workers to participate 
in the annual crowd-drawing fair. 

“CSUCI has become an integral part of our community 
in Ventura County and will continue to make a signifi-
cant impact on our students and their future,” Banola said. 
“CSUCI has grown so much over the past 20 years and has 
continued to place students at the center of everything.”

Kim Lamb Gregory contributed to this story.
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ABOVE Mechatronics became an offered bachelors of science degree in 2018.

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Retelling the History }

CSUCI has grown so much over 
the past 20 years and has  
continued to place students at 
the center of everything.

— Rosali Banola

“

”
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{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Presidential Perspectives }

Together, the four presidents who have led CSU Channel Islands have a great vantage 
point from which to view the entire history of the University. Here are their takes on 
the significant challenges and successes the University has faced through the years,  

as well as smaller moments they will never forget.

THROUGH THE EYES         OF CSUCI PRESIDENTS

LEFT TO RIGHT Richard R. Rush, Richard Yao, Erika D. Beck, and J. Handel Evans



What are you most proud of 
from your time as Planning 
President?
I am most proud of the fact that the 
University even exists. With the work of 
a small but devoted team, the planning 
and construction of a new university in 
Ventura County (the “Ventura Project”) 
began with a public announcement by 
the CSU Chancellor on Jan. 19, 1996. 
Approximately five years later our stu-
dents were attending classes.

What were the biggest  
challenges you faced as  
President, and how did you 
address them?
A CSU campus in Ventura County 
was often in doubt. Sites were cho-
sen, but a lack of funding to develop 
them resulted repeatedly, creating 
community disbelief it would ever 
happen. Making that a trusted reality 
was always a most important focus 
for me.

What was community  
support needed for during 
your tenure? What was your 
approach to getting that  
support?
Growing out of the checkered history 
of the “CSU Ventura Project” with its 
many setbacks and false promises, the 
CSU and the state were faced with an 
enormous credibility gap. Closing this 
gap became essential to our survival. 
Subsequently, avenues were estab-
lished allowing joint participation by 
many diverse parties interested in our 
development. Typical of these were 
The Site Authority with membership 
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THROUGH THE EYES         OF CSUCI PRESIDENTS

J. Handel Evans
Planning President 1996-2001

President Emeritus J. Handel Evans and Carol Evans attend President Yao’s Investiture ceremony.
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What are you most proud of 
from your time as President?
There are so many things to be proud 
of: commencements at which the 
dream of Ventura County was made 
tangible in the graduates’ success (I 
never made it through with dry eyes); 
the faculty and staff, particularly 
those who came at or near the cre-
ation because of the risks they took 
and the tremendous achievements 
they brought forth; and the enthusi-
astic response from the community, 
which embraced the campus as their 
own. These stand out, but there is a 
myriad more.

What were the biggest  
challenges you faced as Presi-
dent, and how did you address 
them?
The biggest challenges we faced  
pertained to funding. We were 
always underfunded. I was given 

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Presidential Perspectives }

drawn from the CSU, cities and the 
county that oversaw development 
of the total property, specifically the 
private housing program including 
impacts such as transportation. A 
University Foundation with mem-
bership from the business community 
and other local supporters accepted 
contributions and later sponsored 
academic initiatives. In addition, a 
most important Advisory Board with 
membership from the community 
chosen according to their interests 
and University needs was formed. All 
this cooperation resulted in our cam-
pus becoming one of the top private 
fundraisers in the CSU system, in 

retrospect a remarkable reflection of 
community goodwill considering it 
was done without benefit of students, 
faculty and an established academic 
program. 

What is your favorite memory 
from your presidency?
Occasionally, we had some light 
relief in our working day. We had 
been warned on occupying the 
site that the facility was in many 
respects comparable to a prison in 
that every door had the probability 
of being lockable, most from both 
sides thereby needing two distinct 
keys. On arrival we began to explore 

our environs, especially our Director 
of Facilities, who spent much of his 
“free time” wandering the facility 
with his cell phone and notebook. 
One day I was informed that he had 
gone missing in the proximity of the 
hospital, now the library. At first, 
we were not alarmed, but we started 
search parties just in case. Over two 
hours later the mystery was solved, 
and he was found locked in a hospi-
tal lab without the correct keys in an 
area we discovered could not receive 
radio or cell messages. From then on, 
the directions were to take appropri-
ate keys and at least two people. We 
didn’t lose anyone after that!

Richard R. Rush
President 2001-2016

President Richard Rush is surrounded by students at Honors Convocation in 2011.
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What are you most proud of 
from your time as President? 
It was an incredible honor to serve 
alongside such an inspiring and 
talented community of scholars 
and educators dedicated to equity, 
inclusion and the advancement of 
knowledge in service of the pub-
lic good. Together, we became the 
first university in California to earn 
the Seal of Excelencia for our suc-
cess in authentically serving Latinx 
students, we launched the Road 
to Restoring Sat’wiwa, created the 
President’s Advisory Council on 
Inclusive Excellence, and we created 

{ 20 YEARS OF CSUCI Presidential Perspectives }

the directive that CSUCI had to 
help pay its own way because there 
was reluctance among those who 
held the purse strings to invest 
in another campus (even though 
Ventura County had the largest 
underserved population in the state) 
or to reduce funding from other 
campuses to establish CSUCI. So, 
we turned directly to public-private 
partnerships as a significant method 
to bring the campus to life.

What was community  
support needed for during 
your tenure? What was your 
approach to getting that  
support? 
Community support initially took 
different approaches. Because we 

had so little funding and less than 
a year to open for students, we 
focused resources on developing the 
academic programs so they would be 
intact when students arrived. Then 
we turned to the community to assist 
us in developing the campus. Over 
time, the response was incredibly 
gratifying. Some community mem-
bers came to campus to plant gardens 
and courtyards. Others funded the 
creation of new areas. One industri-
ous person brought a Bobcat, drove 
it down the halls of the administra-
tion building into the interior garden 
and cleaned it out. Labor unions sent 
journeymen and apprentices to work 
on hardscape and irrigation. A con-
tractor who was working on a road 
project sent his crew to dig up the 

crumbling Central Mall pavement 
and establish pathways. Another 
community member built the foun-
tain in the mall, and so on. How did 
we get that support? We asked for 
it! In some cases, it was a win-win 
arrangement. In others, it was simply 
a generous response to a request.

What is your favorite memory 
from your presidency? 
I have too many favorite memories 
to cite one. However, the tears in 
some students’ eyes when they real-
ized they had achieved a university 
degree after often insuperable odds 
and even decades of trying stand 
out. One woman nearly tackled me 
as she collapsed into my arms sob-
bing in her joy. 

Erika D. Beck, Ph.D.
President 2016-2021

In 2019, President Erika Beck cuts the ribbon for the Michele Serros Collection located in Richard R. Rush Hall.
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a seven-point framework for realizing 
racial justice.  

What were the biggest  
challenges you faced as  
President, and how did you 
address them? 
During my time as a Dolphin, we 
faced a series of devastating physical 
life and safety emergencies from wild-
fires and mudslides, the unfathomable 
mass shooting at Borderline Grill 
where more than 50 of our students 
were present, and a once-in-a-lifetime 
global pandemic that transformed 
our campus into a virtual university 
almost overnight. While each was 
painfully challenging, our campus 
community responded to each crisis 
with compassion, innovation and 
resilience that still inspires me today.

What was community sup-
port needed for during your 

tenure? What was your  
approach to getting that 
support? 
Ventura County is a wonderfully 
welcoming and gracious commu-
nity that invested three decades 
into establishing Cal State Channel 
Islands and serves as an unwavering 
source of support for the future of 
the campus and the students it so 
proudly serves. From elected offi-
cials to business, industry and com-
munity leaders, there is a Dolphin 
champion in every corner of the 
county. I was incredibly grateful 
for the commitment and support 
of the Foundation Board and the 
Advancement team who garnered 
tremendous enthusiasm and record 
fundraising by expanding awareness 
of the University’s positive impact 
on not just Ventura County but 
also Santa Barbara and other com-
munities along the California coast. 

What is your favorite  
memory from your  
presidency?                                                          
My favorite memories are all rooted 
in CSUCI’s intentionality around 
equity and inclusion. One is the 
ribbon-cutting for the mural I 
commissioned in honor of the late 
Ventura County native Michele 
Serros, a nationally renowned 
Chicana writer, poet, and social 
commentator. Another is of the 
deeply meaningful gift I received 
from the Chumash elders — a neck-
lace to hold the presidential medal-
lion, signifying the enduring bond 
between the University and the 
Chumash people. And, of course, 
the pride and joy of every graduate 
who crossed the commencement 
stage to a life that is forever trans-
formed as they become the leaders 
we need to realize a brighter and 
more equitable future for us all.   
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What are you most proud  
of from your time as  
President? 
I am very proud of our ability to 
safely navigate the effects of the 
pandemic on our campus and to 
transition back from primarily vir-
tual to primarily in-person learning. 
The logistical and psychological 
challenges of that physical repopula-

tion of the campus were enormous. 
Difficult decisions had to be made 
while ensuring that transparency 
was included in the decision-mak-
ing process. My team and I worked 
hard at informing everyone about 
how we came to decisions, and how 
data, safety, the well-being of our 
community members, and their 
input were always considered.

What are the biggest  
challenges you have faced as 
President, and how did you 
address them?
Facing a pandemic has been one of the 
greatest challenges of my career, and 
in tandem with this are the effects we 
are now facing because of the pan-
demic — namely, enrollment decline, 
social instability, students’ social, emo-

Richard Yao
Interim President 2021-2022; President 2022-present



tional, mental, and financial well-be-
ing, and people debating the value 
of a college degree. What keeps me 
grounded always, though, is to utilize 
good data effectively, especially during 
challenging times. In these times, the 
data are overwhelmingly convincing 
that a bachelor’s degree remains the 
primary driving force that promotes 
social mobility — and we know that 
it has transformative power at individ-
ual, collective and societal levels. I am 
confident in our mission of serving our 
student body, most of whom come 
from underrepresented and under-
served groups and are the first in their 
family to attend college. At CSUCI, 
we do this in ways that facilitate aca-
demic and psychosocial development 
that will provide the foundation for 
success before and after graduation, 

when our students will serve as leaders 
in their communities and careers. 

What has community  
support been needed for 
during your tenure? What 
was your approach to  
getting that support?
The support has truly been over-
whelming, and connecting with so 
many elected officials, community 
leaders, educational partners, and 
other friends of CSUCI has been 
one of the aspects I’ve enjoyed most. 
During arguably the most challeng-
ing time in our University’s history, 
the confidence and support from all 
aspects of our community were never 
greater, as evidenced by record-break-
ing philanthropy in 2021 and again in 
2022. This has reinforced our collabo-

rative efforts in meeting our regional 
needs on varying levels. 

What is your favorite memory 
from your presidency?
One is the outpouring of support I 
experienced during my investiture. I 
am grateful to everyone who worked so 
hard to make it so beautiful and mean-
ingful. I was fortunate to celebrate that 
day with my family, students, faculty, 
staff, community leaders, and colleagues 
from across the CSU and beyond. With 
all the challenges that life is sure to bring 
us, I always say we must make a point 
to truly celebrate the special moments. 
This was a beautiful reminder to me 
of how important it is for us to come 
together as a community, to celebrate, 
and to express our gratitude for one 
another and the region we serve.
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FRONT ROW President Yao, center, with (left to right) President’s Scholars Caleigh Tupy, Martha Maldonado-Arias, Addy Piper, and Sheradyn Ruef.
BACK ROW Faculty Advisor Luis Sánchez, Advisor Sunshine Garcia, and Faculty Advisor Kimmy Kee-Rose.



SARA RUIZ
’20 B.A. Political Science, B.A. Performing Arts
ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT, 2019-2020
Current Role: District Representative for U.S. Rep. Julia Brownley

What do you feel was your biggest accomplishment as a stu-
dent government leader?
My biggest accomplishment was getting students outside of student govern-
ment involved in activities like Lobby Corps. Lobby Corps is a team of stu-
dents who travel to Sacramento to lobby for student needs and issues with our 
state legislators. It is a wonderful and enriching experience, and we wanted to 

make students outside of student government aware of it. Our tabling and outreach efforts resulted in half the 
applications coming from students at large, and our final team was made up of equal parts student government 
members and students at large!

How did your time at CSUCI make a difference in your life?
Attending CSUCI allowed me the space to grow and try new things. My sophomore year I joined the Model U.N. 
team and learned so much about policy and the inner workings of governmental organizations. Additionally, I met 
former student leader Atticus Reyes, who encouraged me to join student government. Though I was originally 
apprehensive, I decided to serve as the senator of social justice, and it sent me down the path toward student 
advocacy and eventually the presidency. Without the numerous opportunities CSUCI has given me, I would not 
be the person I am today.
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REBECCA GLAZIER, PH.D.
’04 B.A. Liberal Studies
FIRST ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT, 2003-2004
Current Role: Professor, University of Arkansas at Little Rock

What do you feel was your biggest accomplishment as a  
student government leader?
Starting the Multicultural Center and doing our best to begin building a  
student culture on campus are things I remember working on with my fellow 
students and the great staff at CSUCI.

How did your time at CSUCI make a difference in your life? 
Neither of my parents have a college degree, and it was a professor at CSUCI who asked me one day, “Have you 
ever considered graduate school?? I literally responded, “What’s graduate school?” When I learned that I could 
keep going to school, I was thrilled! I started my Ph.D. in political science at UC Santa Barbara three months 
after graduating from CSUCI. I love that I have been able to build a career in higher education, thanks to CSUCI.

Former student leaders reflect



SOPHIE NGUYEN
’21 B.A. Sociology, Minor Chicana/o Studies
ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT, 2020-2021
Current Role: Commercial actor; full-time student pursuing a  
certification in Music Technology, Moorpark College

What do you feel was your biggest accomplishment as a  
student government leader?
The executive team and I served as the first 100% virtual administration. We 
successfully passed the credit/no credit resolution that students needed during 
this time. We lobbied our state representatives to secure funding for the CSU, 
and in solidarity, we raised awareness for the Black Lives Matter movement and Asian American & Pacific Islander 
community. Specifically, the unity and action that sparked following our AAPI solidarity initiative were extremely 
rewarding and special to me. Seeing an AAPI Faculty and Staff Association come into existence at CSUCI felt like a 
huge step forward and a catalyst for positive change and unity within our campus community and beyond.

How did your time at CSUCI make a difference in your life?
CSUCI was such a meaningful source of community belonging and empowerment for me. It helped me gain con-
fidence in myself as an advocate and leader within my own life while holding close the values of social justice and 
equity at the forefront of any path I take from here on.
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upon THEIR TIME AT CSUCI
ATTICUS REYES
’19 B.A. History, Political Science Minor
ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT, 2018-2019
Current Role: Field Representative for Assemblymember  
Steve Bennett; Trustee, Ojai Unified School Board 

What do you feel was your biggest accomplishment as a  
student government leader?
I am extremely proud that we registered the highest percentage of students in the 
CSU to vote in the 2018 midterm elections.  CSUCI was officially recognized 

as a winner of the 2018 Ballot Bowl organized by then Secretary of State Alex Padilla. We also raised over $6,000 on 
campus for students facing food insecurity and planted over 20 trees for CSUCI’s first-ever Earth Week.

How did CSUCI make a difference in your life?
My time at CSUCI absolutely changed my life. I came in as a commuter student who simply wanted to go to class 
and then leave. I had no plans other than getting my degree. However, I was completely surprised by how much 
opportunity was available. I had the privilege of being a teaching assistant, participating in the Panetta Congressional 
Internship Program in Washington, D.C., competing on the Model United Nations team, and ultimately serving 
as ASI Student Government President. There is no way I would be where I am today, doing the things I have the 
privilege of doing, if I had not had those opportunities and experiences.
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SHIRLEY WILLIAMS

’19 B.S. Biology
CURRENT ROLE: BIOLOGIST/INSPEC-
TOR, VENTURA COUNTY AGRICULTUR-
AL COMMISSIONER, PEST EXCLUSION 
DIVISION. 

How did your time at CSUCI 
make a difference in your life?
CSUCI gave me the opportunity to 
find what I was passionate about. I 
knew I wanted to do something regard-
ing nature and animals, and CSUCI 
helped me focus my skills. Being in the 
first cohort of the Apiculture and Bee 
Biology course with Dr. Ruben Alarcón 
changed my life.

What is your fondest memory 
of CSUCI?
Every moment of the Bee Program. 
From taking the class to assisting Dr. 
Alarcón with the subsequent cohorts. 
I volunteered through the summers 
just so I could learn and experience 
as much as I could.

NAUSHEEN AHMED

’14 M.S. Mathematics
CURRENT ROLE: SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMI-
ZATION DIRECTOR, CEDARS SINAI

How did your time at CSUCI 
make a difference in your life?
My time at CSUCI reinforced the 
value of building and maintaining 
relationships, working collabora-
tively and helping others succeed. I 
was able to return to the campus after 
graduation and interact with students 
in the Data Science Club prior to 
COVID, and to speak on the use of 
mathematics in supply chain analy-
ses at a seminar during COVID. The 
personalized instruction I received at 
CSUCI opened career opportunities, 
without which I wouldn’t be where I 
am today.

What is your fondest memory 
of CSUCI?
Having the opportunity to work 
closely with Dr. Ivona Grzegorczyk 
(Mathematics) on my thesis project. 
She took the time to review the work of 
a stay-at-home mom, me, when I first 
started writing children’s math books.

OLIVIA TAYLOR

’20 B.S. Biology, 
Minor Psychology
CURRENT ROLE: BEEKEEPER, REITER 
AFFILIATED COMPANIES 

How did your time at CSUCI 
make a difference in your life? 
My team visits various ranches within 
Ventura County and Santa Barbara 
County to feed, manage and grow our 
1,600 hives to support the demand for 
pollination for berries in the agricul-
tural fields. I gained the opportunity to 
train and learn how to be a commercial 
beekeeper through the CSUCI apiary 
program. If it wasn’t for studying in Dr. 
Ruben Alarcon’s class, which sparked 
my interest in the fascinating eusocial 
complexities of honeybees, I don’t think 
I’d be where I am today. 

What is your fondest memory 
of CSUCI?
I am forever grateful for all the expe-
riences I’ve had in my courses, lead-
ing me to these continual, unexpected 
opportunities. I never expected to 
start my career path as beekeeper, but 
I wouldn’t change anything about the 
path I’ve been on.

Catching up with alumni
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DEV CHAHIL

’04 B.S. Cell and Molecular Biology, Chemistry minor
’07 M.S. Bioinformatics and Biotechnology
’08 M.A. Business
CURRENT ROLE: GLOBAL EXTERNAL INNOVATION AND STRATEGY 
LEAD, BAYER CROP SCIENCE

How did your time at CSUCI make a difference in your 
life?
I was exposed to real-world cases, helping to draw the parallel 
between learnings and assignments, and industry application. 
Professors with industry experience and others who encouraged 
internships at local firms provided a window into industry and 
options for the future after graduation.

What is your fondest memory of CSUCI? 
At the end of Island View orientation in 2002 I followed signs 
through the maze of hallways in the Bell Tower toward registration. 
When I turned the corner into the registration office, I was greeted 
with flashbulbs from a local newspaper photographer and cheers 
as I had inadvertently become the first student to ever register for 
classes at CSUCI. This was the start to my many years of engage-
ment with CSUCI as a student, volunteer, donor, industry partner, 
and Alumni & Friends Association Board member. My fondest 
memory is of the people who made the University what it is and 
the community of students and faculty I was able to spend days 
and nights with, learning and growing. It’s perhaps not a specific 
moment or memory but a feeling and experience that leaves an 
imprint on your life.

CLAIRA CASTILLO

’16 B.S. Biology 
CURRENT ROLE: ENTOMOLOGY AND ACAROLOGY 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE II, DRISCOLL’S 

How did your time at CSUCI make a 
difference in your life?
I was able to learn so many soft skills that come 
in handy in my day-to-day work, and I made 
friendships that have continued to support me 
throughout life’s ups and downs. By working 
with one of the CSUCI professors, I was able 
to land a part-time job at Driscoll’s, which later 
turned into a full-time job after I graduated.

What is your fondest memory of 
CSUCI?
When I was working as a tutor at the STEM 
Center, the campus internet went down for the 
day — but we still did our normal tutor shifts 
to help students who were still on campus. In 
between tutoring sessions, our group played the 
Google Dinosaur Game and logged our scores 
on the whiteboard. Sometimes students were too 
shy to ask for help with their homework, but 
the Dinosaur Game acted as a fun icebreaker. 
We ended up getting lots of student visits for 
tutoring that day even though many students 
had left campus to get internet service.
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“ THE ENDOWMENT STARTED FROM SCRATCH A LITTLE 
OVER 20 YEARS AGO. IT’S NOW OVER $32.5 MILLION 

AND GROWING. WE HAVE MUCH TO CELEBRATE. ”
–CSU Channel Islands Foundation Board Chair Dr. Mark Lisagor

TOTAL DOLLARS 
RAISED

$16,457,735

Foundation Annual Report
609
ALUMNI  
DONORS

ENDOWMENT 
GROWTH

FY21-2022  $32,528,669
FY20-2021   $19,808,288
FY19-2020  $15,625,255
FY18-2019   $16,049,730
FY17-2018   $15,718,002
FY16-2017   $15,136,855

DONOR IMPACT 
A Academic Programs $7,502,770
B Student Financial Aid $1,959,807
C Capital Improvements $4,972,000
D Research $1,188
E Other Restricted $1,581,530
F Unrestricted $440,440

 TOTAL:                $16,457,735

DONOR GROUPS
A Foundations $11,316,626
B Other Individuals $3,112,394
C Corporations $1,726,351
D Other Organizations  $284,008
E Parents $7,810
F Alumni $10,546

 TOTAL: $16,457,735

1,071
INDIVIDUAL  

DONORS

FOUNDATION 
BOARD
Cheryl Broome
Chuck Cohen
Kevin Cruz
Henry Dubroff
Linda Dullam
Christine Garvey
Betsy Grether
Bill Kearney
Thomas Krause
Richard LeRoy 
(ex-officio, non-voting member)

Mark Lisagor Chair

Chris Meissner Secretary

Lynn Pike
Irene Pinkard
Barbara Rex Treasurer 
(ex-officio, non-voting member)

Lois Rice Vice Chair

Richard Rogers
Cari Shore
Esther Wachtell
Jonathan Wang
Peter Wollons
Richard Yao CSUCI President

Zohar Ziv Board Development Chair

FY21-2022
California State University Channel Islands
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AS THE UNIVERSITY COMMEMORATES ITS 20TH ANNIVERSARY, 
the CSU Channel Islands Foundation celebrates the successful and 
continuing growth of its endowment.

“The endowment started from scratch a little over 20 years ago,” 
said Foundation Board Chair Dr. Mark Lisagor. “It’s now over $32.5 
million and growing. We have much to celebrate. We are so grateful 
to CSUCI’s many supporters who continue to believe in the role the 
University plays in improving the lives of students and our commu-
nity through higher education, and who, through gifts both great 
and small, made this growth happen.”

The Foundation had another successful fundraising year in 2022 
(July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022). Several multimillion-dollar gifts 
helped meet fundraising targets for the year.

The largest gift came from the family of former Ventura County 
philanthropist and real estate developer Martin V. “Bud” Smith, who 
generously donated $10.5 million to his namesake — the Martin V. 
Smith School of Business & Economics (MVS School). A portion of 
the gift, about $3.5 million, is being used to finish construction on 
the MVS School’s new facility. The remaining $7 million is being 
used to establish a new endowment to support the MVS School.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 
YEAR INCLUDE:

•	 Gifts from Kennedy Wilson 
Investments to support the 
future construction of an 
Early Childhood Care &  
Education Center on campus.

• Two gifts from the Jeff T. 
Green Family Foundation  
to help fund student  
scholarships and peer-to-
peer mentor support.

• A planned gift for 
scholarships from Yolanda 
M. Benitez and Dave 
Rodriguez for student 
scholarships.

• A gift from Santa Barbara 
Cottage Hospital  
Foundation for continued 
support of the CSUCI  
Nursing program.

• A gift from the Pozzi family 
in honor of the late Bruno 
Pozzi to support student 
scholarships and the  
Disability Accommodation & 
Support Services program.

• A gift from the TOLD  
Foundation to support  
student internships.

THE FOUNDATION manages CSUCI’s endowment funds 
with the intent of generating additional income from the 
philanthropic gifts given to the University. As of June 30, 
2022, the Foundation’s endowment had a value of $32.5 
million. The endowment paid out $796,271 in 2021-2022, 
directly supporting academic initiatives such as the Peer 
Mentor Ambassador program and student research. 

2022

A LOOK AT THE ENDOWMENT

Foundation Board celebrates 20 years of endowment growth

FY21-2022
California State University Channel Islands

ENDOWMENT VALUE ON JUNE 30

$32.5 M

SUPPORT OF ACADEMIC INITIATIVES

$796,271
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LEGACY GIVING
Anonymous 
Jeanne Adams ○
Tim Allison
Janice and Marshall Applegate
Stephen Arneson ✛	

Libby Barrabee ‡
Megan Bell
Yolanda Benitez
Judy and Steve Block
Jorge Corralejo
Linda Dullam ○
Grace and Eric Durst ✛	

Bijian Fan and Jerry Clifford ✛	

Kim Gregory and Jeff Argabright
Catherine Harrington
Nichole and Dallas Ipach § 
Barbara Johnson ✛	

Joyce Kennedy
Terri and Mark Lisagor ○
Beckie and Owen Lubow
Thomas McKiernan
Carole and Douglas McRae ‡
Pat and Rick Metheny
Lynda Nahra and Claude Dorais ✛	

Maria ’16 and Francesco ’12 Oliver
Su Part
Louise and Neil Paton
Phyllis Pattison
Anna and Fletcher Pavin ◊
May Porter
Dee Press and Marianne Slaughter
Ashley and Dan Reineman
Patricia Richards Dodds 
 and Thomas Dodds ✛	

Rhonda and Donald Rodriguez
Karen Romney
Vicki and Richard Sharp
Howard Smith
Sheila and John Suarez
Barbara Thorpe Cartee ○
Gary Wartik
Nancy and Carl Wesely
Keith Westcott ‡
Kathleen and Robert D Wulf
 
SOCIETY OF DISTINCTION
Amgen Foundation
Bank of America Charitable  
 Foundation, Inc.
Steven Blois
Cheryl and John Broome §
Patricia and John D Broome ✛	

Margaret Tiplady Burgess D

Canteen of Coastal California Inc.
City of Camarillo
Cindi Daley ‡
Linda Dullam * ○
Verizon, Inc.
Joan and Dennis Gaiser ○
Toni Gardiner ‡
Gene Haas Foundation
Elise and William Kearney ◊
Leah and Henry D Lacayo ◊ 
Robert Lagomarsino D
Terri and Mark Lisagor * ○
Martin V. and Martha K. Smith  
 Foundation ✛	

Mechanics Bank
Carolynn and John Nicholson D ✛	

John Poe ✛	

Victoria Pozzi §
Barbara and 
 Herbert D Rosenkrantz
Richard Rush ◊
SAGE Publishing ✛	

Dorothy Scott §
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas 
 Company ✛	

St. John’s Regional Medical Center
Marjorie and Ronald Tegland ‡
Union Bank
Ventura County Community  
 Foundation ✛	

Karen and Peter Wollons

MAJOR GIFTS
Bank of America Charitable  
 Foundation, Inc.
Yolanda M. Benitez * 
JJ and Jim Birkenshaw ✛	

Cheryl and John Broome §
Susan and Bob Brown ✛	

Cottage Health ✛	

Crankstart Foundation ✛	

ECMC Foundation ✛	

G.A. Fowler Family Foundation ✛	

Gene Haas Foundation
Claire and Gary Gillan ✛	

Kennedy Wilson Multifamily  
 Investments ✛	

Martin V. and Martha K. Smith  
 Foundation ✛	

Michelson 20MM Foundation
Victoria Pozzi §
Reiter Affiliated Companies ✛	

Judith and Jack Stapelmann ‡

The Jeff T. Green Family  
 Foundation ‡
TOLD Foundation ✛	

Ventura County Community  
 Foundation ✛	

Keith Westcott * 
Yardi Systems ✛	

$10,000-$24,999
Assistance League of Ventura  
 County ✛	

Margo Baker Barbakow 
 and Jeffrey Barbakow ✛	

Bijian Fan and Jerry Clifford *  ✛	

Alexander Fang
Christine Garvey 
 and George Gelles ‡
Betsy and John Grether ○
Irene D and Theodore Hostetler ✛	

James S. Bower Foundation
June G. Outhwaite Charitable  
 Trust ✛	

Elise and William Kearney ◊
Living Peace Foundation ✛	

Merrill Lynch
Montecito Bank & Trust ✛	

MUFG Union Bank N.A. ✛	

Mimi and Dennis Muraoka ○
Diane and Doug Off ○
Southern California Edison
Nita and Ashish Vaidya ‡
Ventura County Credit Union ✛	

Gayla and Santi Visalli ✛	

$5,000-$9,999
Aera Energy LLC §
Marguerite and Jeffrey Browne ◊
Gordon Ross Medical 
 Foundation ✛	

Sharon and William Hillbrant ◊
Carol Holder 
 and John Mallinckrodt ○
Parker-Hannifin Foundation ✛	

Pinkard Youth Institute ✛	

Jason Spievak
The Sence Foundation ✛	

TOLD Corporation §
Esther Wachtell ◊
Patricia and Drew West ‡
Pamela Whiteside ✛	

Danna and Zohar Ziv

$1,000-$4,999
Anonymous
Altrusa Club of Oxnard
American Endowment   
 Foundation
Stacey and Sean Anderson ✛	

Susan Andrzejewski 
 and Jennifer Maravola ✛	

Stephen Arneson *  ✛	

Dana Baker
Erika Beck ✛	

Ann Walker and 
 Michael Berman ✛	

Yvonne and Chris Besvold
Nancy and John Borchard ○
Barbara Burke ‡
Nina Butler ◊
California Faculty Association  
 Channel Islands Chapter
Margaret and Kevin Carey §
Laura McAvoy and Sol Chooljian ○
Crest-Vest Corporation
Lauren ’08 and Kevin ’08 Cruz ‡ 
Cindi Daley ○
Carrick DeHart ✛	

Cindy and Jay Derrico
Patricia Richards Dodds 
 and Thomas Dodds ✛	

Grace and Eric Durst *  ✛	

Vicki Engard §
Enterprise Rent-A-Car- 
 Los Angeles LLC ✛	

Carol and Handel Evans ○
Therese and Peter Eyermann ‡
Farber Hass Hurley, LLP ✛	

Karen Jensen 
 and Donald Frazeur ✛	

Nancy Gallagher
Irene and Jorge Garcia
Ellen McCracken 
 and Mario Garcia ✛	

Lydia and Grant Geissman § 
Gail and Harry Gelles
Nancy Covarrubias Gill ’05 
 and William Gill ‡ 
Eva ’09 and Armando Gomez ✛	

Carol and Allan Gottlieb ✛	

Jeffrey Grant ✛	

Brooke and Philip Hampton § 
Sharon and Clint Harper ✛	

Ching-Hua Wang 
 and Nian-Sheng Huang §
Nichole and Dallas Ipach * § 
Janet and Jack Jacobs ‡

Kevin Knoedler ✛	

Beryl and Neil Kreisel ✛	

Leah Lacayo ◊
Jill LeMieux and Richard LeRoy ✛	

LightGabler LLP ✛	

Stella and Hillary Ling §
Terri and Mark Lisagor * ○
Carolyn Locke §
Cynthia and James Ludwig ✛	

David Maron ‡
Neil Matsumori ○
Fran McNeill ✛	

Margaret Meehan 
 and Joaquin Nunez ○
Cesar Morales ✛	

Morgan Stanley
Peter Mosinskis ✛	

Linda and Tony Murguia ✛	

Lynda Nahra and 
 Claude Dorais *  ✛	

Colleen and Tom Nevins ✛	

Julia Newman
Ojai Oil Company ○
Joan and Gerald Olsen
Deborah and Robert Owens ‡
Pilar Pacheco ✛	

Brenda and Robert Parry §
June and Clayton Paschen ◊
Anna and Fletcher Pavin * ◊
Berta DePerez and Rafael Perez
RBC Capital Markets
Adrienne and Clarence Reeves ✛	

Georgianna Regnier ‡
Lois Rice ‡
Christian Sandoval ’22 ✛	

Santa Barbara City College  
 Foundation
Susan Schaefer and Hale Conklin ○
David Sweet
Nancy Sweetland ✛	

Takeda Pharmaceuticals
The Ameritrade Clearing
The Baltoro Trust ✛	

The Trade Desk, Inc.
Barbara Thorpe Cartee * ○
Alicia Virtue ✛	

Ivon Visali
Joanne and Daniel Wakelee ◊
Marcia D and Earl Wakelee §
Jamie ’05 and Mitchell ’04 Wallace
Rosalind Warner 
 and W. Michael Hogan ‡
Concepcion and George Yao ✛	

C.J. and Richard Yao ✛	

On behalf of the students, faculty and staff, we gratefully acknowledge the following donors:
These charitable gifts in support of CSU Channel Islands were made from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022, with the exception of 

Legacy Giving and Alumni & Friends Lifetime memberships. Every gift makes a difference and every donor is appreciated. Thank you!
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Celina Zacarias ‡
Stephanie and Kurt Zierhut ✛	

Johanna and 
 Wilhelmus Zwinkels ○

$500-$999
Leilani and Jose Alamillo ✛	

Victoria and Manuel Arcabos
Russell Bradley
DJ Insulation Inc.
Leonard Dryer
Genevieve Evans Taylor 
 and Curtis Taylor
Tamra Feito
Lisa Fernandez ’18 
Linda Fisher ✛	

Marie and Juan Francois
Margaret Gordon
Michael Hastings
Kathryn Howard
Jonathan and Kristy Johnen
Julie and Douglas Kays
Landmark Global
Travis Mack
McGowan Guntermann
Morgan Stanley Global Impact  
 Funding Trust, Inc.
MWS Wire Industries
Beth and Chris Padon
Patagonia Inc.
Paypal Giving Fund
Adriana Rios
Robyn Shea
Heidi and Barton Stern
The Benevity Community 
 Impact Fund
Ysabel and John Jackovich
Ventura Investment Co ✛	

Richard Wagner
Cynthia J. Wyels

$1-$499
Amal Abdelmalak
Tina and Christopher Abe
Armando Acevedo ’22 
Ashley Adams
Fernando Aguilar
Jennifer Aguilar ’21
Sheryl Aguilar
Sandra Aguilar Gamez ’22
Margarita Aguirre
Columba Ahumada ’22
Air Pro’s, Inc.
Tracy Akimoto
Alexander Alamillo ’20
Maria Elizabeth Alcantara ’22
Angel Aldana ’22
Jeffery Alexander ’09
Gabriela Alfaro ’21
Elizabeth Allan
Shannon Allen ’21

Rachel Allred ’22
Israel Alonso ’22
Tiffany Alvarado ’15
Rosario Amado
Emma Amato ’22
Giselle Ambriz
Amgen Foundation
Saul Anchondo ’12
Jennifer Anderson ’21
Judith Jenner and Keith Anderson
Jesus Andrade ’22
Vanessa Andrade ’22
Christal Angeles ’17
Adriana Angulo ’22
Deanne Antonio ’21 
Dominic Antonio
Janel Apelacio ’17
Natalie Arauz-Diaz ’22
Jessica Arellano ’21
Luisa Armenta
Flor Arreguin ’22
Sebastian Arroyo
Silvia Arteaga ’22
Kathryn and Nicholas Asolas
John Rovin Aspuria ’15
Melissa Assphor ’22
AssuredPartners of California
Jacqueline Avalos
Theresa Avila
Mireya Avila Mejia
Saul Ayon ’22
Navid Azouri
Katherine Back ’22
Raquel Baez ’22
Alva Bailey
Justin Bailey ’18
Maria Ballesteros-Sola
Jasmine Banda
David Banegas
Alexa Barba ’22
Casey Barker ’15
Jalyn Barnett ’21
Austin Barradas ’19
Savannah Barraza ’20
Adamaris Barrueta ’22
Erika Barrus
Kim Barrus
Drew Bartolomei
Maria Claudine Basco ’22
Ma Kathleen Bascos
Andrea Marie Batoon ’22
James Bauer ’07 
David Bautista ’21 
Betsy Beatty
Caryl Ann Becerra
Matthew Bejanian ’22
Baylee Bell ’22
Suzanne Bergantzel ’22 
Amy Bernhardt ’22
Mishell Beylik ’22
Miranda Beymer ’22

Talyeeh Bidokhtinejad ’22
Jay Biln ’22
Jennifer Bledsoe ’21
Tobie Bloom
Nanette Boga ’22
Marc Bolag
Dominique Bolden ’22
Jeremy Booker ’10 
Natasha Booth ’22
Diane Bornstein-Sanders
Chris Bouche ’20
April Bowman ’20
Michael Boyd ’22 
Stephanie Bracamontes
Carter Brager ’22
Bob Braitman
Daisy Bravo ’21
Sandra Bravo ’20
Jene Brazil ’22
Maxwell Breschard ’21
Lindsey Brower ’15 
Blanche Brown
Julia Brown ’22
Megan Brown ’22
Garrett Brownfield ’08
Tyler Bucey ’22
David Buchko-Wright ’22
Geoffrey Buhl   
Rebekah Burgess ’21
Catherine and Elaine Burriss
Nicholas Caballero ’21
Lauren Cabral
German Cabrera ’21
Marilyn and Patrick ’05 Cahill 
Samuel Calderon
Mireya Calzada ’07 
Zulema Camacho ’21
Fernando Camarena ’22
Sabrina Camberos
Arnie Camp
Anthony Cappuccino
Jennifer Carballo Lovos ’22
Danae Cardenas
Angelica Cardona ’21
Larry Carr
Imelda Casanova
Olivia Casares ’21
Daliss Castro ’22
Daniela Castro ’22
Lisandra Castro
José Castro-Sotomayor
Neva Cavataio
Kahlil Cayonne-Edozie ’18
Evelyn Cedillo ’22
Elizabeth Ceja ’22
Yadira Ceja ’22
Ariana Cendejas ’21
Nicholas Centino
Sarah Cerritos ’14
Crystal Cervantes ’21
Julissa Cervantes ’21

Viviana Cervantes ’21
Suzanne Chadwick
Travis Chamness ’21 
Lauryn Chaney ’22
Karina Chavarria
Nien-Tsu Chen
Valerie Cirino-Paez 
 and Armand Paez
Desiree Clary ’22 
John Clay
Adam Clinton ’22
Lauren Cojulun ’19
Jacqueline Connell
Janet Conner
Leticiana Conover ’22
Robin Conrad ’22
Emilia Contreras ’22
Katya Contreras ’22
Codie Conway ’22
James Corbett
Mariza Cordon ’22
James Corr ’22
Juvenal Correa ’22
Manuel Correia
Brenda Cortes ’21
Carmen Cortez ’22
Daniela Cortez ’22
Lilliana Cortez ’22
Steven Cosgrove ’07
Irina and Cris Costache
Mia Costello
Crystal Crandall
Theresa Crandall
Jessica Craven ’21
Victoria Crisologo ’22
John Crittenden
Rachael Crooks ’21
Bryant Cruz ’22
Jessica Cruz ’22
Jessy Cruz
Jackie Cuellar
Michael-Alexander Cuico ’22
Dorian Curtin ’22 
Chrissie Cutbirth ’21
Paul Da Silva 
Hua Dai
Katryna Dang
Megan Daniels ’22 
LaSonya Davis
Paul Davis
Tamara Davis ’09
Kaylee Day ’22
Mellisa De La Luz ’22
Catherine De La Torre-Martinez ’11
Sonsoles de Lacalle
Toni and Curtis ’09 DeBoni 
Colleen Delaney
Juana Delgado ’22
Jose Delgado Marquez
Miguel Delgado-Helleseter
Scott DeLoach ’08

Brittany Denham ’22
Fiona Devlin ’22
Yesenia Devora
Rawd Diab ’22
Alexander Diaz ’21
Ezequiel Diaz ’21
Heidi Diaz ’22
Kevin Diaz ’21
Leticia Diaz ’22
Heidi Dieffenbach-Carle 
 and Steven Carle
Krizianne Angelique Diego ’21
Robert Dilly
Maria Distin
Mireya Dondiego
Rebecca Down ’18
Tadashi Dozono
Jennifer Duarte ’21
John Duarte ’21
Earvin Duenas ’21
Ana Duran
Paige Durand ’18
Floriana Dzhangiryan ’22
Brianne Eastland
Jeannette Edwards
Matthew Ekrall
El Rey Ya Viene Iglesia Cristiana
Gloria Elias
Dylan Elliott ’22
Juan Enciso ’17
Diana Enos
Mayra Enriques ’21
Janely Escobar ’22
Thom Escobar ’22
Alejandro Espinoza
Alexandra Estrada ’22
Diana Estrada ’22
Mari Estrada-Gonzalez 
 and Luis Gonzalez
Melissa Estrada ’21
Haley Every ’22
Raymond Fajardo ’21 
Ashley Farrow ’21
James Ferguson
Kayla Ferguson ’22
Martha ’10 and 
 Michael ’07 Ferguson
Alexis Fernandez ’18
Noe Ferraez
Katherine Fisch ’22
Maclain Fischer ’21
Crista and Ralph Fisher
Abby Fishler
Andrea Flint-Gogek 
Cynthia Flores 
Fransisco Flores
Jacqueline Flores ’21
Natasha Flores ’22
Tony Flores
Jennifer Flores-Duarte ’22
Michelle Fonseca ’22
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Alexandria Ford ’21
David Ford ’16
Ryan Foutch ’20
Iris Franco ’19
Joseph Franco ’22
Josh Franco
Marta Franco
Sheyla Franco
Laurita Franklin
Jocelyn Fuentes ’22
Kimberly Fuentes ’17
Odette Fullum
Crystal Gabel-Peterson
Mattie Gagnon ’22
Kacie Galeng ’22
Rose Anne Galera ’22
Sarai Galindo ’22
Sarina Galindo ’21
Esther Gallardo ’17
Sara Galvan
Daniel Gamboa ’22
Andres Garcia ’22
Evelyn Garcia
Frederick Garcia ’11 
Jennifer Garcia ’22
Jocelyn Garcia ’22
Karina Garcia
Kaylynn Garcia ’22
Kelly Garcia
Melanie Garcia ’21
Monique Garcia
Carl Gardner ’15
Jennifer Ghete
Tadashi Gietzen ’22
Susan and Gary Gillig
Christine Girardot
Betty and Jack Gleason
Nathaniel Glenn ’21 
Spenser Gogek ’21
Bonnie and Merrill Goldenberg
Henry Gomez ’22
Janitta Gomez ’22
Jose Gomez
Diego Gonzales ’22
Esmeralda Gonzalez ’22
Gilda Gonzalez ’22
Jennifer Gonzalez ’21
Jose Gonzalez
Midory Gonzalez ’22
Ester González
Veronica Gonzalez Estolano ’22
David Gonzalez Moreno
Chasity Grandy
Kim Gregory and 
 Jeff Argabright * 
Sally and Seth Greiner
Venessa Griffith
Courtney Gross
Andrea Grove and Chris Scholl
Ivona and Piotr Grzegorczyk
Gracie Guajardo ’21

Paulina Guerrero ’22
Brandon Guiang ’18
Evelyn Guillen ’22
Alia Gulshad ’20
Katarina Guman ’22
Donna Gustafson ’16
Daniel Gutierrez
Lorena Gutierrez ’22
Heidi Guzman ’21
Magaly Guzman ’21
Jennifer Haake
Britnay Haddox ’22 
Azzy Hakimian
Tyffani Hamlin ’22
Sky Hampton ’22
Maher Hanbali ’21
Jessica Handlin ’22
Trina Hannon-Wadkins
Grace Hansen ’22
Jessica and Harvey Harris
Katelynn Harvey ’22
Michelle and Raf Hasendonckx
Doreen Hatcher
Anita Havekost
Mary Hawara ’22
Colleen Haws
Robert Hazle
Alexander Heredia ’22
Heritage Coffee
Alexis Hernandez
Candice Hernandez ’22
Genesis Hernandez ’22
Katherine Hernandez ’22
Ramon Hernandez
Rocio Hernandez ’21
Yvette Hernandez ’17
Rajeshnee Herrera
Roman Herrera ’22
Vanessa Herrera ’21
Yvanna Herrera ’21
Raphael Hicks ’18
Sara and Leo Hinkel
My Anh Ho
Jill Huang
Sarah Huda ’15
Julia Huerta
Donald Hughes ’21
Seattle Hughes
Hayley Hunt ’21
Sebastian Hunt ’16 ’19
Catherine Hutchinson ’08
Karly Ibrahim ’13 ’22
Michael Iglesias ’19
Anthony Ilaban ’22
Robert Improta
Alexandra Infeld
Tiina Itkonen
Ingrid Izzo ’20
Maripas Jacobo ’21
Hanni Jalil
Aria James ’21

Isabel Javon ’20
Jonathan Jenkins ’22 
Dena Jenson
Christopher Jetton ’07
Antonio Jiménez Jiménez
Jose Jimenez
Leonela Joaquin ’22
Rebecca Joffe ’22
Barbara Johnson *  ✛	

Kiana Johnson ’21
Ana Juarez ’21
Benjamin Juarez
Nancy Juarez ’22
Clifton Justice
Barbara Kaleff ’15
Rachel Kandel ’17
Riaz Karim ’22
Jakob Katchem ’22
Bruce Kaufman 
Pritika Kaur
Sydney Keefer ’22
Kimmy Kee-Rose
Piroska Keri ’10
Rima and Paul Kleinbaum
Saxon Knauss ’06
Theresa Kocis
Kyungyeon Koh
Stephanee Kohler ’22
Mayumi Kowta
Carmen Krebs
Wesley Kreiger ’18
Panda Kroll and Kevin Volkan
Stacy Kroll
Karly Krueger ’21
Max Kruger ’22
Alona Kryshchenko
Dennis Kuklin ’20
Jenna Kushigemachi ’17
Kassandra 
 La Giusa-Riedeman ’21
Ethan Ladenheim ’22
Kyle Lakin ’22 
Brennan LaMont ’22 
Jayna Landeros ’22
Mark Lange
Diana Lara ’22
Yolanda Lara
Estefany Lares ’22
Julian Larios ’22
Holly Larson
Ruth Lasell
Martin Lasmarias ’22
Ellen Latzer
Kayla Latzer
Amanda Lauahi ’16
Mary Laurence
Jessica Lavariega Monforti
Keyla Lazaro ’22
Hai Le
Jill Leafstedt and Mark Haug
Sabrina Leal

Alejandro Leanos ’19 ’22
Rebecca Ledesma ’22
Alex Lee
HyeSun Lee
Sohui Lee
Channing Lenert ’11
Diana Lenko
Faith Lewis ’22
Natasha Lewis
Shannon Leyba ’22
Bianca Leyva ’22
Angela and Jonathan Light
Alejandra Limom
Li-Mei and Andrew Little
KuanFen Liu and Jim Huang
Lizbeth Llamas ’22
Jonathan Loiacono ’17
Naomi Lomeli ’22
Jowelle Long ’18
Deisy Lopez
Jandary Lopez ’22
Kathleen Lopez
Olivia Lopez ’22
Ricardo Lopez ’21
Sergio Lopez ’22
Basiliza Lopez Ramirez ’21
Maria Lopez-Garcia ’21
Joshua Lorimer ’15
Julien Lovato ’21
Bryan Loya Acevedo ’22
Beckie and Owen Lubow * 
Betsabe Luevano ’22
Marck Lujan ’22
Elisa Luna
Jennie Luna
Steven Luna ’22
Virginia Luna
Truong Luong ’21
Marina Luque ’22
Marcos Macias
Wendy Macias
Alexander Maciel ’16
Francisco Magdaleno
Matthew Mahoney ’21
Carla Malagon ’06
Carina  Maldonado ’20
Michael Maldonado ’20
Noreen Manahan ’22
Jorge Mancilla ’22
Isabelle Mandon ’22
Kaylena Mann ’22
Lisa Mann
Lea Manzetti ’22
Rolando Marcial, Jr.
Rosa Marmolejo ’19
Dominic Maroon
Brianna Marquez ’22
Brianna Marroquin ’21
Alfredo Martinez ’16
Ana Martinez ’22
Juana Martinez ’22

Lissette Martinez ’21
Marylou Martinez ’22
Princesa Martinez ’22
Rodrigo Martinez ’22
Rosalinda Martinez ’22
Susana Martinez ’12
Cyntia Martinez-Lua ’21
Samantha Martinez-Soto ’22
Drake Massey
Maribel Mateo
Gina Matibag
Cole Matsuura ’19
Sage Matura ’22
Devin Maxwell ’17
Janet and James McAleney
Brandon McCormack ’21
Gabriela McDaniel ’17
Maureen McGuire
Julie McHorney ’21
Madison Mckenzie ’20
Hannah Mckeown ’22
Ivy McKinley ’22
MyVan McLay
Tommee McMakin ’19
Randal McNary
Luz McVicken ’22
Giselle Medina ’22
Jessica Medina Magallon
Liliana Melero ’22
Roberto Melero ’10
Gustavo Melgoza
Jasmine Melton
Edgar Mendez ’21
Gabriela Mendez ’22
Marisa Mendoza ’22
Michelle Mendoza ’22
Rogelio Mendoza
Vincent Mendoza ’09
Martha Mesa
Blake Meschke ’22
Crystal Meza
Berenice Miguel ’19
Brian Miguel ’22
Minda Miranda ’22
Bhavini Modi ’22
Josh Moisa
Evan Molinelli ’17
Christina Molitor ’20
Heather Molloy
Gizelle Monicco ’22
Jovany Montelongo
Teresa Montoya-Morua ’13 
 and Raymond Morua
Jeanette Monzon ’21
Alondra Morales ’21
Coraima Morales ’22
Walter Morales Talento ’22
Marina Morales-Aguilar ’22
Janeth Moran ’12
Sierra Morgan ’21
Claricia Morris-Hammer ’19
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Artem Moskalenko ’21
James Moulton
Celestine Munson ’21
Sunghee Nam
Stan Ullman and Diane Narhi
George Naugles ’21
Ana Nava Calzada ’22
Giselle Nava-Benitez ’22
Araseli Navarro ’22
Ryan Nelson ’19
Christina Newman ’22
Keefe Nghe ’22
Pearl Nghe ’22
Brandie Ngong ’22
Jenny Nguyen
Maria Nogin
Daniel Noriega ’21
Jarrod Nunes
Erik Nunez ’22
Kassandra Nunez ’22
Brianna Ochoa ’22
Rachel Ochoa-Tafoya ’10 ’19
Crystal Olney ’22
Lyle and Rose Olson
Christopher Onzol
Katherine Orantes
Julien Orellana ’22
Julia Ornelas-Higdon 
 and Sean Higdon
Ryan Orozco ’22
Melina Ortega ’21
Victoria Ortega
Alexis Ortiz ’19
Neli Ortiz ’22
Troy Ortiz ’16
Kaiyin Ou ’22
David Oviedo
Jeremiah Ryan Paguio ’22
Geoffrey Painter ’17
Cindy Palacios
Panda Restaurant Group, Inc.
Maritza Pantoja
Nancy Park
Nitika and Shailesh Parmar
Khloie Partido ’22
Mohini Patel ’20
Shivani Patel ’22
Max Patera ’13
Mark Patterson
Diana Pauling ’22
Andrew Pedersen ’22
Brandon Pelayo
Nancy-Jean Pément
Arlene Pendleton
Alison Perchuk
Cynthia Perea
Rudy Pereira
Alyssa Perez ’22
Aura Perez
Cynthia Perez ’22
Leslie Perez ’22

Maria Perez ’22
Nancy Perez ’22
Natalie Perez ’22
Ricky Perez ’22
Vanessa Perez Hernandez ’20
Jenny Peters ’22
Jerilee Petralba ’04
Diana Pimentel ’22
Pamela Pina ’21
Valeria Pina ’22
Dominic Pino ’20
Stephanie Pira
Alyssa Placencia ’21
Ashley Plante
Polk Bros. Foundation
Carina Powers ’19
Valeria Prado ’22
Maria Preciado
Teresa Preciado
Dee Press and 
 Marianne Slaughter * 
Prestige Legacy, LLC
Kathleen Preston ’22
James Prewitt
Mary and Stuart Proctor
Aimee Proffitt ’22
Andrew Prokopow
Analyssa Provencio
Tommy Puebla
Derek Qualls ’22
Jonathan Quintana ’18
Hugo Quintero ’22
Haleh Rabani ’09
Lisa Racine
Javier Ramero
Anita Ramirez ’12
Emily Ramirez ’22
Hiram Ramirez
Iratze Ramirez ’22
Janelle Ramirez ’22
Joshua Ramirez
Karen Ramirez
Jesse Ramos
Mauricio Ramos
Rudy Ramos ’19
Kenneth Raschke
Noah Ratley
Konstanze Rausch ’17
Afreen Raza
Giovanni Rebolledo
Alexander Recinos ’22
Dan Reineman
Barbara Rex
Michael Reyes
Margery Ricards
Ana Riera
Mari Riojas-Cortez
Jessica Rios ’22
Bruno Rios De La Fuente ’21
Monica Rivas
Ana Rivera ’22

Maria Rivera ’11 ’22
Mayrani Rivera ’21
Paul Rivera
Edmy Roberts ’22
Serena Robeson ’20
Seth Robinson
Andrea Robles ’22
Jessica Robles ’22
Alyssa Rocha ’22
Marbella Rocha ’22
Paula Rockenstein
Mark Rodgers
Adriana Rodriguez ’22
Carla Rodriguez ’22
Guadalupe Rodriguez ’22
Jacob Rodriguez ’22
Melissa Rodriguez ’19
Nixia Rodriguez
Stephany Rodriguez ’16
Ricardo Rodriguez Arias
Michael Rogel
Devin Rojas ’19
Carlos Rojo ’14
Vanessa Romero ’22
Deven Rosales ’22
Heberto Rosales ’22
Olga Rosales
Carley Rosengren ’21
Jessica Roso ’22
David Rosso
Brittany Ruffner ’21
Zach Ruggiero
Angel Ruiz
Luis Ruiz ’22
Sandra Ruiz ’21
Brandon Ruley
Min Ryu
Ariana Sainz ’22
Sayed Sajid
Fatma Salam ’22
Julia Salas ’22
Andrea Salazar ’22
Esteban Salazar ’22
Maira Salazar ’19
Jacquelin Saldana ’22
Madeleine Sales ’22
Amanda ’19 and Luis Sanchez
Analuisa Sanchez ’14
Jessica Sanchez
Lindsay Sanchez ’19
Tina Sanchez
Carina Sandford ’14
Amarpreer Sandhar
Danielle Sandoval
Isabella Sandt ’22
Michael Santa Rosa ’22
Jazmin Santiago
Valentina Santos Garcia ’22
Charity Saraceni ’21
Kayla Sardarov ’22
Emily and John Saunders

Natasha Saxena ’21
Yasmin Saxey-Santillo ’20
Andrea Grove and 
 Christopher Scholl
Eleanor Schrader
Taylor Schruhl ’21
Ashleigh Secor ’20
Nooshan Sedaghati ’22
Alexandra Seligman ’21
Maximilian Seligman ’19
Monique Sepulveda ’22
Omeed Shahbazi ’22
Enas Shalaby
Jason Shefferd ’18
Claire Sherman ’22
Gwendolyn Sherman ’22
Marx Shilov-Akwensioge
Debra Shima
Grace Shippen ’22
Dylan Shofner ’22
David Shore
Nakia Shrader ’22
Vanessa Sierra ’20
Hritik Sihra ’22
Jessica Silva ’21
Mayra Simons ’22
Shawna Skowrup ’16
Mark Slater
Natalie Slater ’21
Hannah and Jason Smit
Dawn Smith ’07
Weldon Smith
Alexis Solis
Alfredo Solis ’22
Erik Solis ’21
Analili Soriano ’21
Andrea Sosa ’22
Samantha Sosa ’22
JuanMarcos Soto
Summer Soto ’22
Joyce Spencer
Max Stein ’22
Kristin Steiner ’17
Hernica Stephens ’22
Mariah Stewart ’22
JoAnn Stuermer
Dominique Suarez ’22
Ruby Suarez ’22
Izumi Sunada ’21
Aurora Sunderland ’22
Kelly Taha ’21
Christopher Tai
Venus Tamayo
Jessica Tapia ’22
Maria Tauber
Nalanii Taufahema ’22
Lundon Templeton ’14
Christy Teranishi Martinez
The Wonderful Company
Christina Thiele-Yancy ’10
Avygayle Titco ’22

Savanna Toledo ’22
Marcelino Tolentino ’22’
Kaia Tollefson ✛	

Elvira Topete ’22
Parker Torg
Arthur Torosian
Cristela Torres ’22
Valeria Toscano ’22
Amber Trimble ’22
Katheryn Trubia
Chloe Tupy ’22
Lindsey Turi ’22
Gavin Umstead ’22
Zachary Urabe ’21
Paola Urquieta ’22
Morgan Vahradian ’15
Isabella Valdez ’22
Stefani Valdez ’21
Chelsey Valdovinos ’22
Consuelo Valencia ’22
Enrique Valencia ’22
Sidney Valencia ’22
Ken Valentini
Guillermo Vallejo ’22
Marialy Vargas
Selene Vargas ’22
Jesus Vargas Martinez ’22
Jacob Vascos ’20
Pablo Velazquez ’21
Brittnee Veldman
Martha Ventura Tiburcio ’22
Lindsay Venzuel
Maria Vera
Amber Verdries ’22
Jefferson Vickers ’22
Vicki Vierra
Brenda Villa ’22
Stephanie Villafuerte ’22
Ana Villagran Alfaro ’22
Maria Villalpando
Ricardo Villamar
Andrea Villasenor ’22
Stella Violano
Rick Vitelle
Hao Vo
Rudolf von May
Alex Vu
Doantrang Vu
George Walden ’17
Ryan Wall ’16
Richard Wasniowski
James Watson
Sarah Webster ’22
Abigail Westenskow ’22
Jennifer Whaley ’18
Elynor Whitaker ’12
Reagan Whited ’22
Cheryl ’12 and Gary Wilde
Owen Wildermuth ’22
Nicholas Willhite ’12
Charlene Williams ’22
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Justin Williams
Martin Williams ’20
Sarah Williams ’22
Scott Williams
Clayton Wilmeth ’21
Jake Wilsie ’19
Tori Wolf ’22
Sofia and William Worrell
David Wright
Elena Wrightson
Yasmine Wyatt ’22
Samantha Wyllis
Vuthy Yam
Catherine Yang
Ya-Han Yang ’22
Yazmin Yerovi ’21
Christine Yoo ’22
George Youel
Hyunsook Youn
Amna Zaheer ’22
Benjamin Zander ’20
Oscar Zavala
Ricardo Zavala ’22
Robert Zavala ’21
Martina Zazzetta
Diane and Edward Zeamba
David Zecua ’22
Siomara Zendejas ’22
Manuel Zepeda ’20
Zuma Dog Inc.
Bryan Zuniga ’22
Gavin Zurawik

BUSINESSES & 
ORGANIZATIONS
Aera Energy LLC
Air Pro’s, Inc.
Altrusa Club of Oxnard
Ameriprise Financial
Assistance League 
 of Ventura County
AssuredPartners of California
California Faculty Association  
 Channel Islands Chapter
Cottage Health
Crest-Vest Corporation
DJ Insulation Inc.
El Rey Ya Viene Iglesia Cristiana
Enterprise Rent-A-Car- 
 Los Angeles LLC
Farber Hass Hurley, LLP
Heritage Coffee
Kennedy Wilson Multifamily  
 Investments
Landmark Global
LightGabler LLP
Marx Shilov-Akwensioge
McGowan Guntermann
Meissner Filtration Products, Inc.
Merrill Lynch
Montecito Bank & Trust

Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley Global Impact  
 Funding Trust, Inc.
MUFG Union Bank N.A.
MWS Wire Industries
Ojai Oil Company
Panda Restaurant Group, Inc.
Patagonia Inc.
Pinkard Youth Institute
Prestige Legacy, LLC
RBC Capital Markets
Reiter Affiliated Companies
Southern California Edison
Takeda Pharmaceuticals
The Ameritrade Clearing
The Baltoro Trust
The Benevity Community 
 Impact Fund
The Trade Desk, Inc.
The Wonderful Company
TOLD Corporation
Ventura County Credit Union
Ventura Investment Co.
Yardi Systems
Zuma Dog Inc.

FOUNDATIONS
American Endowment   
 Foundation
Amgen Foundation
Bank of America Charitable  
 Foundation, Inc.
Crankstart Foundation
ECMC Foundation
G.A. Fowler Family Foundation
Gene Haas Foundation
Gordon Ross Medical Foundation
James S. Bower Foundation
June G. Outhwaite 
 Charitable Trust
Living Peace Foundation
Martin V. and Martha K. Smith  
 Foundation
Michelson 20MM Foundation
Parker-Hannifin Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
Santa Barbara City College  
 Foundation
The Jeff T. Green Family  
 Foundation
The Sence Foundation
TOLD Foundation
Ventura County Community  
 Foundation

GIFTS IN KIND
Robert Dilly
Ellen McCracken 
 and Mario Garcia
Gail and Harry Gelles
Kevin Knoedler

Terri and Mark Lisagor
Adriana Rios
David Sweet
Gayla and Santi Visalli
Diane and Edward Zeamba

ALUMNI & FRIENDS 
ASSOCIATION LIFETIME 
MEMBERS
Armando Acevedo ’22
Liza Adams ’10
Jessica Aguilar ’19
Teresa Aguilar-Rabago ’13
Elizabeth Aguirre ’18
Haidi Ahmed ’14
Victor Hugo Alamillo ’10
Andrew Alandy
Ryan Alexander ’14
Nathan Altman ’18
Britney Alton ’17
Kevin Amaya ’18
Dev Ananda ’15
Justine Andersen ’20
Katharine and Daniel Anderson
Karli Anderson ’14
Kristen Anderson ’16
Andrew Antone ’09
Deanne Antonio ’21
Daniel Araujo ’18
Aylsworth Arellano ’14
Carisa Arellano ’18
Hunter Armstrong ’18
Morgan Arthur ’18
Andrea Arvizu ’14
Hideaki Asto ’16
Jordyn Austin ’16
Joanna Avila Garcia ’16
Tyler Jordan Baethe ’21
Terry Ballman and Brian Morrill
Christina Balster ’15
Jesus Bamford ’17
Paul Banyai ’19
Alejandro Barajas ’19
Ted Barber ’16
Rena Barbosa ’13
Matthew Barker ’14
Kelly Barnes ’15
Todd and Rocio Barnes
Catherine Barnholtz ’04
Coleen and Gary Barsley
Stephanie Bass ’20
James Bauer ’07
David Bautista ’21
Christine Beirne ’04
Gabriella Benevento ’20
Alejandro Benitz ’14
Suzanne Bergantzel ’22
Ericka Betancourt ’15
Katy and Robert Bianchi
Brandon Blake ’05
Steven Blois

Gregory Bloom ’13
Yvette Bocz ’11
Jeremy Booker ’10
Cynthia Borchard
Michael Boyd ’22
Brenda Bravo ’10 ’18
Nancy Britton ’05 D
Lindsey Brower ’15
Kirone Brown ’18
Benjamin Brust ’15
Raquel Brutsche ’18
Gladstone Bucknor ’06
Sandra Burkhart
Brandon Burns ’17
Marco Antonio Bustamante ’19
Christina Butler ’20
Robert Cabral
Marilyn and Patrick Cahill ’05
Mireya Calzada ’07
Antonella Cammarota ’18
Edith Campa ’21
Cristine Campos ’06
Elizabeth Cansino ’14
Natasha Carbajal-Garduno ’13
Isabella Carreon ’20
Wendy Casimiro ’18
Dev Chahil ’04 ’08
Travis Chamness ’21
Audrey Chapman ’15
Vickie Chen ’18
Jessica Chiang ’15
Daniel Chong ’18
Angela Christopher ’19
Desiry Cisneros ’16
Desiree Clary ’22
Samuel Class ’18
Ashley Clay ’12
Ray Clayton ’15
Eve Clifford ’18
Holly and Michael Cole
John Collado ’14
Sara Colon ’18
Karen Comey ’15
Eduardo Contreras ’18
Emma Corette ’18
Rudy Cortez ’05
Maria Cossette ’19
Joanne Coville and Stewart
Katherine Crittenden ’16
Katherine Crook ’19
Tina Crouch ’21
Karina Cruz ’21
Lauren ’08 and Kevin ’08 Cruz
Maria and Sigifredo Cruz
Marco Cuevas ’20
Andrew Cummins ’09
Chanda Cunningham-Spence  
 ’09 ’16
Dorian Curtin ’22
Gary Cushing ’10
Megan Daniels ’22

Paul DaSilva ’20
Edward Dassian ’12
Aubrey Daumann ’12
Daniel Davidson ’20
Arturo de la Cerda ’14
Mario de los Cobos D
Marti and Richard DeLaO
Lisa Dennis ’08
Courtney Derrico ’18
Paul DiSalvio ’13
Bert Donlon ’05
Bridget Donlon
Angelica and Michael Donlon
Shella Douet ’10
Aaron Dowell ’13
Sabrina Doyle ’20
Laurel Drane ’12
Colin Duong ’07 ’10
David Duran ’14
Debora Ehrich ’17
Sarah Eleid ’18
Courtney Ellis ’10 ’18
Renae Ellis ’19
Kendall Engelhardt ’19
Dustin Erickson ’09
Mackenzie Erickson ’14
Raymond Fajardo ’21
Matthew Federis ’18
Rebecca Felter ’09
Jerry Fernandez ’12 ’17
Lisa Fernandez ’18
Joseph Ferrell ’13
Sharon and William Ferrell
Edrian Ferrer ’18
Sara Fisher ’15
Andrea Flint-Gogek
Cynthia Flores
Joseph Flores ’07
Karen Flores ’20
Marygrace Follero ’21
Anthony Forlizzi ’13
Melinda ’07 ’11 and 
 Thomas ’05 Froelich
Savannah Fulop ’19
Alexander Gallardo ’14
Angel Garcia ’19
Erik Garcia ’18
Frederick Garcia ’11
Lydia and Grant Geissman
Eric Gentry ’19
Rachel Gerety ’18
Elizabeth Geringer ’09
Michael Ghens ’13 ’15
Ginger Gherardi
Joe Gibson
Nancy Covarrubias Gill ’05
Viren Gill ’17
Jonathan Gillette ’12
Christina Glazier ’09
Nathaniel Glenn ’21
Elizabeth Glinka ’09
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Daniel Gonzalez ’15
Kristy Gonzalez ’12
Randy Gonzalez ’11
Sarah Gordon ’04
Joseph Guajardo ’18
Darlene Guerrero ’17
Virginia Guerrero ’05
Emily ’12 and 
 Steven ’12 Guetzoian
Gabriel Guillen ’11 ’16 
Michelle Gunning ’13
Britnay Haddox ’22
Alexander Hadland ’22
James Hallinan ’13
Brooke and Philip Hampton
Carlee Haney ’10
Mark Hanlon ’17
Margo Hardin ’12
Nathan A. Hart ’14
Lori ’09 and 
 Jonathan ’11 Hartman
Sarah Hassan ’21
Norton Hatfield ’17
Kathryn Hawkins ’17
Sarah Hawkins ’04
Suann Hayes-Gose
Alexander Hermosura ’14
Christina J. Hernandez ’04 ’10
Stephen Hill ’15
Karina Hinojosa ’18
Christopher Hodges ’20
Junji Hodnett
Jake Holman ’19
Ginger Hood-Whitesell ’07
Ashley Horowitz ’19
Nicholas Hsu ’18
Troy Hummel ’18
Travis Hunt ’18
Jaime and Robert Hutchins
Nichole and Dallas Ipach
Dagoberto Iraheta ’18
Jacqui and Jon Irwin
Alissa Iscakis ’13 ’16
James Jackson ’13
Justin Jackson ’06
Jonathan Jenkins ’22
Adam-John Jimenez ’15
Cara Johnson ’16
Danielle Johnson ’21
Lauren Johnson ’19
Maria Johnson ’16
Scott Johnson ’08
Aaron Johnston ’09
Steven Jordan ’14
Kyle Jorgensen ’12
Bruce Kaufman
Patricia Keller ’19
Alisha Khan ’20
Chase Khedmatgozar ’20
Keila Kim ’18
Melody Grace Kimball ’09

Catherine Knowles-Staller ’17
James Kovacs ’17
Sean Kramer ’17
Sarah Krashefski ’18
Catherine Kuiken ’04
Elise Kurkjian ’17
Melony LaBoy ’21
Leah and Henry D Lacayo
Brittany Laffoon ’14
Kyle Lakin ’22
Brennan LaMont ’22
The Larrecq Family
Genevieve LaTurner ’14
Talia ’05 ’09 and 
 Steven ’09 Leahy
Edwin Lebioda
Felix Lee ’16
Daniel Leibman ’09
George Leis
Abigail Lennox ’13
Jill LeMieux and Richard LeRoy
Travis Leversen ’20
David Lieberman ’18
Jena Lionello ’17
Terri and Mark Lisagor
Daniel Lisi ’20
Jonathan Loiacono ’17
Lourdes and Armando Lopez
Garrett Lopez ’18
Margaret Lopez ’18
Maria Lopez-Garcia ’21
Andrew Lorenzana ’16 ’19
Susan and Warren Lortie
Bryan Loya Acevedo ’22
Lisa Lozano ’18
Richard Lucas ’08
Lana and Lars Lundin
Lori ’05 and 
 Alec ’12 ’19 Macdonald
Diana Magana ’19
Selina Magana ’19
Carina  Maldonado ’20
Pauline Malysko
Margaret Mancilla ’19
Kaylena Mann ’22
Sierra Marangola ’15
Joseph Markiewicz ’13
Brittny Marmolejo ’19
Alfredo Martinez ’16
Geydy Martinez ’19
Maria Martinez
Rodrigo Martinez ’22
Steven Martinez ’19
Deanne Martin-Soares 
 and Joseph  Soares
Misty and David ’05 ’11 Mayorga
Kate McClenathen ’15
Anastasia McGilvray ’19
Macon McIntyre ’21
Jacqueline McKinley ’20
Hayden McPherson ’17

Jennifer Meikle ’08
Lydia Mellado ’19
Gerardo Mendez ’17
Karina Mendoza ’22
Oliver John Mercado ’15
Blake Meschke ’22
Sarah Meske ’11
Veronica Meza ’19
Laura Michiels ’12
Michael Milligan ’13
Melissa Mirkovich-Scholes ’05
Elena Mishkanian ’18
David and Nancy Mitchell
Hannah Mize ’15
Teresa Montoya-Morua ’13
Edwin and Susan Morera
Edward Morkunas ’17
James Morris ’20
Victoria Morse ’19
Amanda Mosher ’14
Peter Mosinskis
Kirsten Moss-Frye ’03
Shawn Mulchay ’08
Mimi and Dennis Muraoka
Joanna and Paul Murphy
Michael Murr ’06
Dawn Neuman 
 and William Goldberg
Laura and Douglas Newton
Brandie Ngong ’22
Sary Nguyen ’18
Kyle A. Nichols ’12
Isabel Nieves ’18
Jarod Nocella ’16
Megan Norris ’20
Molly Oberst ’18
Rhonda Ogden ’07
Cruz Olguin Silva ’20
Yosemite Olivo ’17
Scott Olson ’13
Fernando Orea
Jesus Palencia ’18
Rebecca Parr ’18
Gino Pauling ’19
Marlene Pelayo ’17
Devin Perini ’18
Apisak Phetprasit ’04
Jana Plat ’13
Molly Pocock ’19
Kellie Prather ’17
Stephen Preiss ’19
Premier America Credit Union
Kevin Przybyla ’17
Jamie Lorraine Pullen ’16
Laura Pullen ’13
Jonathan Quintana ’18
Hugo Quintero ’22
Marcos Ramirez-Mendoza ’19
Anabell Ramos ’09
Yvette Rayas ’15
Moshe Reich ’21

Cameron Reyes ’15
Kerry Richardson ’09
Shawn Richardson ’09
Ramon Rios ’18
Shawn Riutzel ’18
Cynthia Rivera ’18
Amber Rivero ’19
Michael Roach ’17
Karen Rodems ’10
Jessica Rodriguez ’20
Sandra Rodriguez ’18
Cristina Rodriguez Rivas ’19
Martha Rubio ’14
Kay Runnion
Chelsee ’09 and 
 Dustin ’08 Russell 
Christian Saad ’17
Crystal Salazar ’17
Belen Salinas ’18
Sandy ’13 ’16 and 
 Alexis ’15 Sanchez
Amanda Schumacher ’20
Matthew Schumaker ’16
Mary Schwabauer D
Ryan Schwarz ’15
Christopher Schwerdtfeger ’18
Christopher Scott ’15
Mark Scott ’14
Tina Secrease ’20
Ashley ’13 and David ’12 Seery
Alexandra Seligman ’21
Maximilian Seligman ’19 ’22
Linda O’Hirok and Mark Sellers
Patrick Shaw ’12 ’15
Sarah and Roy ’09 Sherman
Elizabeth and Michael Silacci
Samantha Silveira ’20
Katlin Simons ’18
Erik Sitko ’17
Tony Skinner
Corinne Smith ’17
Rianna Smith ’19
Taylor Snow ’18
Thomas Snyder ’16
Nancy Solis ’22
Olivia Springfield ’16
Nicole St. Pierre ’14
Matthew Stanger ’18
Ryan Stevenson ’14
Bryan Strehl ’22
Robert Stukes ’09 ’12
Laura ’09 and Eric ’08 Suliga
Aurora Sunderland ’22
Jane Sweetland
Colleen Tabor ’18
Amanda Takhar ’15
Brandon Tarnutzer ’06
Robben Teufel ’18
Catherine Thielst ’18
Jonathan Thomas ’14
Kathy and Don Tillquist

Caitlin Ting ’12
Elvira Topete ’22
Matthew Trejo ’15
Jasmine Trogman ’19
Jose Trujillo ’18
Oscar Trujillo ’15
Melody Udangamuwa ’18
Zachary Urabe ’21
Susanne Uribe ’20
Harvey Uy ’16
Elibet Valencia ’20
Christopher Valenzano ’04
Natalie Vazquez-Perez ’17
Martha Ventura Tiburcio ’22
Ricardo Villamar
Danielle Vos ’08
Nicole Waeldin ’17
Richard Wagner
Joanne and Daniel Wakelee
Brittany Walter ’17
Anna Wan ’04 
 and Daniel Brice ’07
Kathleen and Donald D Waunch
Nancy and Carl Wesely
Alan West ’06 ’16
Gerrick White ’17
Kamryn White ’13
Brian Williams ’06
Rachel Williams ’19
Andrew Wilson ’10
Julia Wilson
Russell Winans ’07
Georg Winkler ’12
Jessica Woodman ’18
David Wright
Natalie Yanez ’14
JuliaRuth Young ’14
Celina Zacarias
Jessica Zamudio ’18
Mary Ellen and John Zaragoza
Robert Zavala ’21
James Zavas ’17
Melissa S. Zavas ’15
Walter Zetsche ’20
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